
44 We make people happy and beautiful 
‡√“ √√§å √â“ß§«“¡ ÿ¢·≈–§«“¡ «¬ß“¡‡æ◊ËÕª«ß™π 

ª√—™≠“ ¥√.‡∑’¬¡ ‚™§«—≤π“ 

Nature of business 
≈—°…≥–°“√ª√–°Õ∫∏ÿ√°‘® 

1. ≈—°…≥–°“√ª√–°Õ∫∏ÿ√°‘®¢Õß∫√‘…—∑ 
 - Õÿμ “À°√√¡º≈‘μ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß ·≈–‡§√◊ËÕßÀÕ¡ 

  ∫√‘…—∑œ ¥”‡π‘π∏ÿ√°‘®„π°“√®”Àπà“¬º≈‘μ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß¡“π—∫·μà∫√‘…—∑‡√‘Ë¡¥”‡π‘πß“π„πªï 2507 ¿“¬„μâ‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß PIAS ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ 

BRAND ®“°≠’ËªÿÉπ πÕ°®“°π’È∫√‘…—∑œ ¬—ßπ” BRAND μà“ßÊ ‡¢â“¡“¥—ßπ’È FOLTENE, BSC PURE CARE, SHEENE, ARTY PROFESSIONAL, 

HONEI V, ST. ANDREWS ·≈–≈à“ ÿ¥„π‡¥◊Õπ μÿ≈“§¡ 2548 ‡√‘Ë¡·π–π”·∫√π¥å‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß BSC COSMETOLOGY ¢÷Èπ¡“‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß BRAND 

‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß„π‡§√◊Õ Àæ—≤πå„Àâ°â“« Ÿà√–¥—∫ “°≈ ‚¥¬„™â·ªÑß‡§â°‡ªìπ ‘π§â“À≈—°„π°“√‚¶…≥“ºà“π ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥°“√√—∫√Ÿâ (BRAND AWARENESS) °—∫ 

°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬ ·≈–¢¬“¬∞“π≈Ÿ°§â“„À¡à¥â«¬°“√‚¶…≥“ ‘π§â“∑’ËºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§μ—¥ ‘π„®´◊ÈÕ‰¥âßà“¬ ‡™àπ ‚ø¡≈â“ßÀπâ“ ·≈–≈‘ª°≈Õ  √«¡∂÷ß¡’°“√‚¶…≥“ 

 °‘π·§√å°≈ÿà¡¥Ÿ·≈º‘«Àπâ“¢“« (WHITENING) „πª≈“¬ªï ‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß°“√√—∫√Ÿâ∂÷ß§«“¡À≈“°À≈“¬¢Õßº≈‘μ¿—≥±åÕ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß 

 - Õÿμ “À°√√¡º≈‘μ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π ÿ¿“æ μ√’ 

  ∫√‘…—∑œ ‡ªìπºŸâ®—¥®”Àπà“¬™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π μ√’ WACOAL, BSC, ELLE, VANITY FAIR, POP LINE, KULLASTRI ·≈–„πªïπ’È∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â 

 √â“ß·∫√π¥å„À¡à‡æ‘Ë¡Õ’° 2 ·∫√π¥å §◊Õ VR ·≈– MODERN K √«¡∑—Èß ‘Èπ 8 ·∫√π¥å ´÷Ëß·μà≈– Brand ¡’ Positioning ∑’Ë·μ°μà“ß°—π ‡æ◊ËÕ√Õß√—∫

‚§√ß √â“ßμ≈“¥·≈–°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬∑’Ë™—¥‡®π ∑—Èß√Ÿª·∫∫∑’Ë∑—π ¡—¬ °“√ «¡„ à∑’ËæÕ¥’°—∫ √’√– ‚¥¬∫√‘…—∑œ „Àâ§«“¡ ”§—≠‡√◊ËÕß°“√æ—≤π“ ‘π§â“‡ªìπÀ≈—° 

‡æ√“–ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§§π‰∑¬¬—ß„Àâ§«“¡ ”§—≠‡√◊ËÕß FUNCTION ¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—πμâÕß§”π÷ß∂÷ß§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°‡™‘ß EMOTIONAL ¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§¥â«¬ 

 - Õÿμ “À°√√¡º≈‘μ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß·μàß°“¬ ”‡√Á®√Ÿª ÿ¿“æ∫ÿ√ÿ… 

  ∫√‘…—∑œ ‡ªìπºŸâ®—¥®”Àπà“¬‡§√◊ËÕß·μàß°“¬ ÿ¿“æ∫ÿ√ÿ…¿“¬„μâ BRAND ARROW, EXCELLENCY, GUY LAROCHE, GUY DE GUY 

LAROCHE, DAKS, ELLE HOMME, LACOSTE, GETAWAY, THE HORNBILL, BSC2001, BSC EX, ST.ANDREWS, MARINER, GUNZE, 

MIZUNO, LE COQ SPORTIF ·≈–º≈‘μ¿—≥±å„À¡à ¿“¬„μâ Brand çMAXIMUSé ‚¥¬¡’™àÕß∑“ß®—¥®”Àπà“¬À≈—° §◊Õ Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“∑—Èß„π°√ÿß‡∑æ 

·≈–μà“ß®—ßÀ«—¥ ∑’Ë¡’æπ—°ß“π¢“¬ª√–®”‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ§”·π–π”º≈‘μ¿—≥±å·≈–„Àâ∫√‘°“√À≈—ß°“√¢“¬ ·≈–¡’°“√¢¬“¬™àÕß∑“ß°“√®”Àπà“¬‡¢â“‰ª„πÀâ“ß 

¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚μ√å √«¡∑—Èß°“√‡ªî¥√â“π„π»Ÿπ¬å°“√§â“¥â«¬ 

 

2. ‚§√ß √â“ß√“¬‰¥â¢Õß∫√‘…—∑ 
 ∫√‘…—∑œ ª√–°Õ∫°‘®°“√μ—«·∑π®”Àπà“¬ ‘π§â“Õÿª‚¿§∫√‘‚¿§„π°≈ÿà¡∏ÿ√°‘®‡¥’¬«°—π ®÷ß‰¡à¡’π—¬ ”§—≠„π°“√‡ªî¥‡º¬ —¥ à«π√“¬‰¥â®”·π°

μ“¡°≈ÿà¡∏ÿ√°‘® 

 

3. °“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß∑’Ë ”§—≠„πªï∑’Ëºà“π¡“¢Õß≈—°…≥–°“√ª√–°Õ∫∏ÿ√°‘® 
 3.1 Õÿμ “À°√√¡º≈‘μ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß ·≈–‡§√◊ËÕßÀÕ¡ 
  - ≈—°…≥–º≈‘μ¿—≥±å 

   ∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â √â“ß BRAND BSC COSMETOLOGY ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥°“√¬Õ¡√—∫Õ¬à“ß°«â“ß¢«“ß·≈–æ—≤π“„Àâ·¢Áß·°√àß¢÷Èπ‡æ◊ËÕπ”‰ª Ÿà

°“√ àßÕÕ°‡ªìπ BRAND ¢Õß‡§√◊Õ Àæ—≤πå‡Õß „Àâ Ÿà√–¥—∫ “°≈ ‚¥¬ BSC COSMETOLOGY „™â·ªÑß‡§â°‡ªìπÀ—«ÀÕ°„π°“√‚¶…≥“ºà“π ◊ËÕ MASS 

MEDIA „Àâ°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬ºŸâÀ≠‘ßÕ“¬ÿ 25-35 ªï ‰¥â√Ÿâ®—°·∫√π¥å ºà“π PRESENTER ∑’Ë¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß 6 §π ‡ªìπ¿“æ¬πμ√å‚¶…≥“∂÷ß 6 §π ‡√‘Ë¡ÕÕ°Õ“°“»

§√—Èß·√°μ—Èß·μàª≈“¬‡¥◊Õπ μÿ≈“§¡ 2548 

    ”À√—∫ BRAND BSC PURE CARE ∑’Ë¡’°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬‡ªìπºŸâÀ≠‘ß Õ“¬ÿ 20 ªï¢÷Èπ‰ª ‰¥âæ—≤π“º≈‘μ¿—≥±åÀ≈—°„π°≈ÿà¡ SKIN 

CARE ‚¥¬°“√π” NANOTECHNOLOGY ÷́Ëß‡ªìππ«—μ°√√¡„À¡à∑’Ë™à«¬‡æ‘Ë¡§ÿ≥¿“æ ·≈–ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ„Àâº≈‘μ¿—≥±å∫”√ÿßº‘«¥â«¬Õπÿ¿“§∑’Ë‡≈Á°¡“°¢π“¥ 

1 „π· π‡∑à“¢Õß‡ âπº¡ ∑”„Àâ “√Õ“À“√®“°§√’¡∫”√ÿßº‘« “¡“√∂ ´÷¡≈÷° ´÷¡‡√Á«≈ß Ÿàº‘« ·≈–∫”√ÿßº‘«‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡μÁ¡∑’Ë ‚¥¬¡’°“√π” “√ °—¥®“°‡° √∫—«

À≈«ß (LOTUS SPIRIT) ∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫√“ß«—≈π«—μ°√√¡·Ààß™“μ‘ ª√–®”ªï 2548 ®“° ”π—°ß“ππ«—μ°√√¡·Ààß™“μ‘ °√–∑√«ß«‘∑¬“»“ μ√å·≈–‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’ ¡“

‡ªìπ à«πº ¡„π‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß ‡æ◊ËÕ™à«¬‡æ‘Ë¡§ÿ≥§à“„Àâ·°à ‘π§â“ ‚¥¬‡° √∫—«À≈«ß¡’ √√æ§ÿ≥„π°“√™à«¬∫”√ÿßº‘«æ√√≥ ·≈–μàÕμâ“πÕπÿ¡Ÿ≈Õ‘ √–‰¥â¥’°«à“ 

™“‡¢’¬« 2 ‡∑à“ √«¡∂÷ß°“√ √â“ß‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß ”À√—∫ºŸâ™“¬ ‚¥¬‡©æ“– (BSC FOR MEN) ¡’ à«πº ¡¢Õß “√ °—¥®“°‡° √∫—«À≈«ß‡™àπ°—π 

  - °“√μ≈“¥ 

   ‚¥¬¿“æ√«¡¢ÕßΩÉ“¬‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß ·≈–πÈ”ÀÕ¡π—Èπ ‰¥â„ÀâπÈ”Àπ—°¢Õßπ«—μ°√√¡μà“ßÊ Õ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ‚¥¬‡©æ“–„π‡√◊ËÕß¢Õß 

·ªÑß‡§â° ∑—Èßπ’È‡æ◊ËÕ√—°…“§«“¡‡ªìπºŸâπ”„πμ≈“¥·ªÑß‡§â°Õ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ¥—ß®–‡ÀÁπ‰¥â®“°°“√∑’Ë BSC COSMETOLOGY ‰¥â«“ßμ≈“¥·ªÑß‡§â°∑’Ë¡’§«“¡

™’«‘μ¢Õß§π‡√“μâÕß∑”·μà ‘Ëß∑’Ë¥’ß“¡ ®÷ß®–‡®√‘≠‰¥â 
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√ “ ¬ ß “ π ª √ – ® ” ªï 2 5 4 9 

Dr.Thiam Chokwatana’s Philosophy : 

‡À¡“– ¡°—∫ ¿“æº‘«∑’Ë·μ°μà“ß°—π¢ÕßºŸâÀ≠‘ß‰∑¬ 3 √ÿàπ∑’Ëº ¡ “√ °—¥®“°‡ª≈◊Õ° πΩ√—Ëß‡»  ™à«¬™–≈Õ§«“¡ÕàÕπ‡¬“«å¢Õßº‘«„Àâ ¥„ ‡π‘Ëππ“π μ—Èß·μà 

μâπªï À√◊Õ °“√∑’Ë SHEENE ‰¥â¢¬“¬∞“π°≈ÿà¡≈Ÿ°§â“„À¡à ÷́Ëß¬—ß‰¡à‡§¬„™â ·ªÑß‡§â° SHEENE ¥â«¬°“√ÕÕ°‚¶…≥“ SHEENE TO GO ·ªÑß§«∫§ÿ¡ 

§«“¡¡—π¢π“¥æ°æ“ ÕÕ°¡“°√–μÿâπμ≈“¥·ªÑß§«∫§ÿ¡§«“¡¡—π πÕ°®“°π’È SHEENE ¬—ß‰¥â‡æ‘Ë¡°“√√ÿ°‡¢â“‰ª„πμ≈“¥«—¬√ÿàπÕ“¬ÿ 15 - 20 ªï ‚¥¬°“√

ÕÕ° SHEENE JU JUB ≈‘ª°≈Õ  7  ’ °≈‘Ëπº≈‰¡â‚¥¬„™â‚¶…≥“∑“ß‚∑√∑—»πå§Ÿà°—∫·ªÑß‡§â°‡™àπ°—π πÕ°®“°π’È ¬—ß¡’°“√ √â“ß°“√√—∫√Ÿâ ‘π§â“„π°≈ÿà¡Õ◊ËπÊ 

Õ¬à“ßÀ≈“°À≈“¬ πÕ°®“°·ªÑß‡§â° ‡™àπ °“√∑’Ë BSC COSMETOLOGY ‚¶…≥“‚ø¡≈â“ßÀπâ“ ≈‘ª°≈Õ  ·≈– °‘π·§√å ‡æ◊ËÕ¢¬“¬∞“π°≈ÿà¡≈Ÿ°§â“„À¡à 

·≈–‡æ‘Ë¡ à«π·∫àß°“√μ≈“¥„πÀ¡«¥ ‘π§â“Õ◊Ëπ 

   PRODUCT INNOVATION ∑’Ë‚¥¥‡¥àπ ‰¥â·°à °“√ LAUNCH  ‘π§â“‡¡§Õ—ø¬’π å ∑’Ë¡’À≈“°À≈“¬ ’ —π°«à“ 200 ‡©¥ ’ ·≈–„™âμ≈—∫ 

(PACKAGING) ∑’Ë∑”®“°ºâ“¬’π å¢Õß BSC COSMETOLOGY √«¡∂÷ßº≈‘μ¿—≥±å BSC PURE CARE ∑’Ë¬—ßπ”‡ πÕ™ÿ¥ AGE EXPERT SERIES ∑’Ë

π”‡Õ“‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’∑—π ¡—¬ ‰¥â·°à π“‚π‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’¡“ºπ«°°—∫ “√ °—¥®“°‡° √∫—«À≈«ß (LOTUS SPIRIT) ™à«¬‡æ‘Ë¡ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ„π°“√∫”√ÿßº‘« ·≈– 

≈¥‡≈◊Õπ√‘È«√Õ¬‰¥âÕ¬à“ß‡ÀÁπº≈¢÷Èπ ·≈–¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ„π°“√μàÕμâ“πÕπÿ¡Ÿ≈Õ‘ √–‰¥â¥’°«à“™“‡¢’¬«∂÷ß 2 ‡∑à“ ·≈–‰¥â√—∫°“√®¥Õπÿ ‘∑∏‘∫—μ√‡ªìπ∑√—æ¬å ‘π

∑“ßªí≠≠“¢Õß§π‰∑¬„π°“√„™â “√ °—¥®“°‡° √∫—«À≈«ß ‡ªìπ “√·Õπμ’ÈÕÕ°´‘‡¥π∑å„πº≈‘μ¿—≥±å¬“ Õ“À“√‡ √‘¡ ·≈–‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß πÕ°®“°π’Èμ≈—∫

º≈‘μ¿—≥±å BSC PURE CARE ¬—ß‰¥â√—∫√“ß«—≈®“°°√¡ àß‡ √‘¡°“√ àßÕÕ° „π°“√ÕÕ°·∫∫º≈‘μ¿—≥±åª√–‡¿∑‡¡§Õ—ø¥â«¬ 

  - ¿“«–°“√·¢àß¢—π 

   Õ“®æ‘®“√≥“¿“«–°“√·¢àß¢—πμ“¡™àÕß∑“ß®—¥®”Àπà“¬‰¥â¥—ßπ’È 

   1) COUNTER SALE ¡’°“√·¢àß¢—π Ÿß¡“° „πÀâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“μà“ßÊ ¡’°“√ª√—∫‡ª≈’Ë¬π°“√®—¥æ◊Èπ∑’Ëμ≈Õ¥®π°“√¢¬“¬æ◊Èπ∑’Ë°≈ÿà¡

‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ ‡π◊ËÕß®“°¡’Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“√–¥—∫æ√’‡¡’Ë¬¡ ‡™àπ  ¬“¡æ“√“°Õπ ‡ªî¥μ—«‡¡◊ËÕªï 2548 ·μà°Á àßº≈„Àâ¡’°“√π”‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß πÈ”ÀÕ¡ 

·≈–  °‘π·§√å°«à“ 200 ·∫√π¥å ¡“®”Àπà“¬ ·≈– √â“ß√“¬‰¥âÀ≈—°„Àâ·°àÀâ“ßœ √«¡∂÷ß°“√®—¥°‘®°√√¡ (EVENT) Õ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß∑—Èßªï ∑”„ÀâÀâ“ß 

 √√æ ‘π§â“√–¥—∫∫π¬à“π∂ππ√“™¥”√‘- ÿ¢ÿ¡«‘∑ ª√—∫‚©¡ (RENOVATE) æ◊Èπ∑’Ë°“√¢“¬§√—Èß„À≠à ‰¡à«à“®–‡ªìπÀâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“¢Õß °≈ÿà¡¢Õß‡ Á́π∑√—≈ 

æ—≤π“ ‡™àπ ‡´Áπ∑√—≈‡«‘√å¥ √«¡∂÷ß ‡ªî¥μ—«„À¡à¢ÕßÀâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“·π«∫—π‡∑‘ß¬à“πÕ◊ËπÊ ‡™àπ ¥‘ ‡Õ æ≈–π“¥ ∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà√—™¥“¿‘‡…° ∑”„ÀâÀâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“ 

°√ÿäª„À≠àÕ◊ËπÊ ¡’°“√¢¬“¬μ—«¢Õß ‘π§â“ √«¡∑—Èß°“√®—¥ àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬¢ÕßÀâ“ß‡ÕßÕ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß§«“¡√Ÿâ ÷°§ÿâ¡§à“·°àºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§¡“°∑’Ë ÿ¥ ∑”„Àâ

≈Ÿ°§â“μ◊Ëπμ—«„π°“√ ◊́ÈÕ‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß¡“°¢÷Èπ ‚¥¬‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß‡§“πå‡μÕ√å·∫√π¥å μà“ß°Á·¢àß¢—π°—πÕÕ°‚¶…≥“ ‘π§â“ºà“π ◊ËÕ (MASS MEDIA) ¡“°¢÷Èπ  

∑—Èß∑’Ë‡ªìπ‚¶…≥“ ‘π§â“ ‡™àπ SHISEIDO ‚¶…≥“≈‘ª μ‘° À√◊Õ °“√‚¶…≥“‡™‘ß¿“æ≈—°…≥å (CORPORATE ADVERTISING) ‡™àπ ORIENTAL 

PRINCESS √«¡∂÷ß°“√®—¥°‘®°√√¡ (EVENT) μà“ßÊ ∑’Ë‡®“–‡¢â“À“°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬¡“°¢÷Èπ ∑—Èßπ’È‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß¿“æ≈—°…≥å ·≈–¬Õ¥¢“¬·°àÀâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“ 

‚¥¬Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“πÕ°®“°®–æ‘®“√≥“®“°¬Õ¥¢“¬μàÕæ◊Èπ∑’Ë¢“¬‡ªìπÀ≈—°·≈â« ¬—ßæ‘®“√≥“¿“æ≈—°…≥å¢Õß·∫√π¥å¥â«¬ ‚¥¬·∫√π¥å∑’Ë∑”¬Õ¥¢“¬ 

‰¥â¡“° ¿“æ≈—°…≥å¥’ À√◊Õ‡ªìπ·∫√π¥å∑’ËÀâ“ßœ √â“π π”‡¢â“®“°μà“ßª√–‡∑»¥â«¬μ—«‡Õß °Á®–„Àâ ‘∑∏‘‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß‡À≈à“π—Èπ„π°“√‡≈◊Õ°æ◊Èπ∑’Ë¢“¬ À√◊Õ 

„Àâº≈ª√–‚¬™πå°àÕπ ‚¥¬∑ÿ°·∫√π¥åμâÕßæ¬“¬“¡„ÀâÕ¬Ÿà„π TOP 10 RANKING ¢ÕßÀâ“ßœ „Àâ‰¥â‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‰¥â∑”‡≈ (LOCATION) ∑’Ë¥’∑’Ë ÿ¥®“°Àâ“ßœ ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ

¢âÕ‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫¢Õß°“√ √â“ß®ÿ¥ª–∑–≈Ÿ°§â“ 

   2) DISCOUNT STORE ‡π◊ËÕß®“°°“√‡æ‘Ë¡®”π«π “¢“Õ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á«¢Õß¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚μ√å ‚¥¬‡©æ“–„πμà“ß®—ßÀ«—¥ ∑”„ÀâÀâ“ß 

 √√æ ‘π§â“¥—Èß‡¥‘¡„π®—ßÀ«—¥„À≠àÊ ‡°‘¥°“√ª√—∫μ—« ·≈–∫“ßÀâ“ßœ ‰¥â∂Ÿ°¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚μ√å§«∫√«¡°‘®°“√ (TAKE OVER) À√◊Õ „Àâ‡™à“æ◊Èπ∑’Ë∑—ÈßÀ¡¥ À√◊Õ 

∫“ß à«π ‡æ√“–°√–· Àâ“ßœ ∑’Ë„À≠à ·≈–„À¡à°«à“ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–°“√„™â°≈¬ÿ∑∏å√“§“ ‡æ◊ËÕ¥÷ß¥Ÿ¥ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§√–¥—∫°≈“ß ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ§π à«π„À≠à¢Õßª√–‡∑» ∑”„Àâ

¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚μ√å‰¥â√—∫°“√μÕ∫√—∫Õ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« §â“ª≈’°·π«¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚μ√å®÷ß¡’Õ”π“®°“√μàÕ√Õß∑’Ë¡’Õ¬Ÿà„π¡◊Õ ∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥°“√‡√’¬°√âÕßº≈ª√–‚¬™πå„π‡™‘ß√ÿ° 

·≈–¥”‡π‘π°“√„π√Ÿª·∫∫μà“ßÊ ∑”„Àâ∫√‘…—∑§Ÿà§â“ μâÕß√—∫¿“√–°“√·¢àß¢—π‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ ‡°‘¥‡ªìπμâπ∑ÿπ°“√¢“¬ À√◊Õμâπ∑ÿπ°“√μ≈“¥∑’Ë Ÿß¢÷Èπ √«¡∂÷ß¥‘ ‡§“πå

 ‚μ√å ¡’≈—°…≥–‡ªìπ°“√≈ß∑ÿπ¢â“¡™“μ‘ ∑”„Àâ “¡“√∂¢¬“¬∞“π°“√‡ªî¥ “¢“‰¥âÕ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß πÕ°®“°π’È¬—ß¡’°“√¢¬“¬μ—«‰ª„π≈—°…≥–¢Õß§Õπ«’‡π’Ë¬π

 ‚μ√å ·≈–´Ÿ‡ªÕ√å¡“√å‡°Áμ·∫∫¬àÕ à«π‰ª„π™ÿ¡™πμà“ßÊ ‡æ◊ËÕ √â“ß∞“πÕ”π“®°“√μàÕ√Õß°—∫∫√‘…—∑§Ÿà§â“„Àâ¡“°¢÷Èπ 

   º≈°√–∑∫ §◊Õ ´—ææ≈“¬‡ÕÕ√å À√◊Õ ∫√‘…—∑§Ÿà§â“ ∂Ÿ°°”Àπ¥‡ß◊ËÕπ‰¢ „Àâ‡°‘¥ª√–‚¬™πå°—∫°≈ÿà¡¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚μ√å¡“°°«à“ ·∑π∑’Ë®–

‡ªìπ°“√μ°≈ßº≈ª√–‚¬™πå®“°∑—Èß 2 ΩÉ“¬·∫∫ WIN-WIN SITUATION ·≈–‡π◊ËÕß®“°¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚μ√å„™â°≈¬ÿ∑∏å≈¥√“§“μË”°«à“ªÑ“¬‡ªìπ ‘Ëß¥÷ß¥Ÿ¥ 

ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§ ∑”„Àâ∫√‘…—∑§Ÿà§â“μâÕß√—∫¿“√–°“√∂Ÿ°√ÿ°„π°“√‡√’¬°√âÕß‡√◊ËÕß°“√„Àâ à«π≈¥°“√§â“∑’Ë Ÿß¢÷Èπ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ¡’‚Õ°“ ¢“¬„πÀâ“ßœ π—Èπ 

   À“°º≈‘μ¿—≥±å„¥¡’¬Õ¥¢“¬‰¡à‡ªìπ‰ªμ“¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬ º≈‘μ¿—≥±åπ—Èπ°Á®–∂Ÿ°æ‘®“√≥“μ—¥∑Õπæ◊Èπ∑’Ë¢“¬‰ª„π∑’Ë ÿ¥ ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªî¥‚Õ°“ „Àâ°—∫ 

BRAND Õ◊Ëπ À√◊Õ π” ‘π§â“‡Œâ“ å·∫√π¥å¡“·∑π∑’Ë ª√–°Õ∫°—∫√–∫∫°“√®—¥°“√§â“ª≈’°√Ÿª·∫∫„À¡à ‡™àπ »Ÿπ¬å°√–®“¬ ‘π§â“ ∑”„Àâ°“√∫√‘À“√æ◊Èπ∑’Ë∫π

‡™≈øá¡’§«“¡√«¥‡√Á«¡“°  ‘π§â“∑’Ë‰¡à‡ªìπ∑’ËμâÕß°“√®–∂Ÿ°°”®—¥ÕÕ°‰ªÕ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« „π¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—π®–‡À≈◊Õæ◊Èπ∑’Ë„Àâ°—∫ ‘π§â“∑’Ë¡’ à«π·∫àß°“√μ≈“¥μ‘¥

In order to prosper, one must be committed to performing good deeds 
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‡√“ √√§å √â“ß§«“¡ ÿ¢·≈–§«“¡ «¬ß“¡‡æ◊ËÕª«ß™π 

ª√—™≠“ ¥√.‡∑’¬¡ ‚™§«—≤π“ 

Õ—π¥—∫ 1-3 ·≈– ‘π§â“∑’Ë‡ªìπ‡Œâ“ å·∫√π¥å ∑”„Àâ∫√‘…—∑§Ÿà§â“μâÕß√—∫§à“„™â®à“¬∑’Ë‡ªìπμâπ∑ÿπ„π°“√¢“¬ ·≈–°“√ àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬¡“°¢÷Èπ„π‡™‘ß√—∫μ≈Õ¥‡«≈“ 

  „π¿“æ√«¡ ‡°‘¥®“°°“√√à«¡¡◊Õ°—π∑—Ë«‚≈° ‚¥¬°“√√«¡μ—«°—π‡ªìπ°≈ÿà¡°“√§â“ À√◊Õ°≈ÿà¡∑“ß‡»√…∞°‘® ∑—Èß„π√–¥—∫‚≈° ‡™àπ Õß§å 

°“√§â“‚≈° (WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION À√◊Õ WTO) ·≈–√–¥—∫¿Ÿ¡‘¿“§ ‡™àπ APEC ¡’º≈∑”„Àâ°”·æß¿“…’≈¥≈ß ∑”„Àâ°≈ÿà¡§Ÿà§â“ 

„πª√–‡∑»‡Õß°Á‡°‘¥°“√·¢àß¢—π Ÿß ‡°‘¥°“√≈¥μâπ∑ÿπ ‡æ‘Ë¡√“§“ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ·¢àß¢—π°—∫ ‘π§â“∑’Ëπ”‡¢â“®“°μà“ßª√–‡∑»‰¥â ·≈–∑’Ë ”§—≠ §◊Õ °“√‡ªî¥‡¢μ°“√§â“

‡ √’ (FREE TRADE AREA-FTA) °”·æß¿“…’»ÿ≈°“°√√–À«à“ß°≈ÿà¡°“√§â“∑’Ë≈¥≈ßπâÕ¬∑’Ë ÿ¥ À√◊Õ 0% „πÕπ“§μ ∑”„Àâ‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ßμà“ßª√–‡∑» ‚¥¬

‡©æ“–„π°≈ÿà¡Õ“‡´’¬π ‡™àπ ®’π ‡°“À≈’ ‡¢â“¡“·¬àß à«π·∫àß°“√μ≈“¥ ‘π§â“°≈ÿà¡‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß‰¥â¡“°¢÷Èπ √«¡∂÷ß„πÕπ“§μ ‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß‰∑¬μâÕß‡¢â“ Ÿà

¡“μ√∞“π ASEAN GMP ¿“¬„μâ¢âÕμ°≈ß«à“¥â«¬§«“¡√à«¡¡◊Õ√–À«à“ßÕ“‡´’¬π 10 ª√–‡∑» ∑’Ë°”Àπ¥«‘∏’°“√º≈‘μ∑’Ë¥’ ”À√—∫‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß„Àâ‡ªìπ

¡“μ√∞“π‡¥’¬«°—π ‚¥¬¡’º≈∫—ß§—∫„™âμ—Èß·μà 1 ¡°√“§¡ 2551 ∑—Ë«Õ“‡ ’́¬π ∑”„ÀâºŸâª√–°Õ∫°“√„π‰∑¬μâÕß‡μ√’¬¡μ—«„Àâæ√âÕ¡„π∑ÿ°¥â“π ·≈–μâÕß‡æ‘Ë¡

μâπ∑ÿπ„π°“√ª√—∫μ—«„Àâ√Õß√—∫°—∫¡“μ√∞“π¥—ß°≈à“« 

  - °“√®—¥À“º≈‘μ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑ 

   „π·ßà°“√º≈‘μ ªí®®ÿ∫—πº≈‘μ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß¢Õß∫√‘…—∑∑—ÈßÀ¡¥ ¬—ß§ßº≈‘μ„πª√–‡∑» 90%  à«π„À≠à®“°∫√‘…—∑ Õ‘π‡μÕ√å-

‡π™—Ëπ·π≈ ·≈∫∫Õ√“∑Õ√’ å ®”°—¥ ·≈–∫√‘…—∑ ‡Õ  ·Õπ¥å ‡® Õ‘π‡μÕ√å‡π™—Ëπ·π≈ ‡Õπ‡μÕ√å‰æ√ å ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ∫√‘…—∑„π‡§√◊Õ Àæ—≤πå ¥â«¬

¡“μ√∞“π°“√º≈‘μ¢Õß ISO 9002 ·≈–π”‡¢â“®“°μà“ßª√–‡∑»√«¡√âÕ¬≈– 10  

   „π·ßà¢Õß°“√æ—≤π“ PRODUCT „™â·π«∑“ß·∫∫ GLOBAL SOURCING §◊Õ °“√· «ßÀ“ Ÿμ√«—μ∂ÿ¥‘∫ (INGREDIENT) ·≈– 

∫√√®ÿ¿—≥±å®“°∑—Ë«∑ÿ°¡ÿ¡‚≈° 

  - ·π«‚πâ¡¿“«–Õÿμ “À°√√¡·≈–°“√·¢àß¢—π„πÕπ“§μ 

   μ≈“¥‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß¬—ß§ß¡’Õ—μ√“‚μ‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπª√–¡“≥ 10% ¡’º≈„Àâ¡Ÿ≈§à“‚¥¬√«¡Õ¬Ÿàª√–¡“≥ 33,000 ≈â“π∫“∑ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–μ≈“¥

º≈‘μ¿—≥±å∫”√ÿßº‘«∑’Ë¡’¡Ÿ≈§à“‡°◊Õ∫§√÷ËßÀπ÷Ëß¢Õßμ≈“¥ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–°≈ÿà¡≈¥‡≈◊Õπ√‘È«√Õ¬ (ANTIAGING) ‡π◊ËÕß®“°ªí®®ÿ∫—π°√–· ¢Õßº≈‘μ¿—≥±å≈¥‡≈◊Õπ 

√‘È«√Õ¬°”≈—ß‰¥â√—∫§«“¡π‘¬¡ Ÿß¢÷Èπ „πªï 2550 °“√·¢àß¢—π„πμ≈“¥‡§√◊ËÕß ”Õ“ß®–∑«’§«“¡√ÿπ·√ß¬‘Ëß¢÷Èπ ‡π◊ËÕß®“°ºŸâº≈‘μ„πª√–‡∑»μâÕß·¢àß¢—π°—∫ºŸâπ”‡¢â“ 

‚¥¬∑’ËºŸâº≈‘μ„πª√–‡∑»‰¥â√—∫°“√ª°ªÑÕß®“°¿“§√—∞πâÕ¬≈ß ‚¥¬‡©æ“–Õ—μ√“¿“…’π”‡¢â“¢Õß°≈ÿà¡ª√–‡∑»Õ“‡´’¬πÕ¬Ÿà∑’Ë 5% ª√–°Õ∫°—∫æƒμ‘°√√¡¢Õß 

ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§∑’Ë‡ª≈’Ë¬π‰ª¡’§«“¡®ß√—°¿—°¥’μàÕμ√“ ‘π§â“ (BRAND LOYALTY) ≈¥πâÕ¬≈ß ·≈–¡’·π«‚πâ¡‰¡à¬÷¥μ‘¥°—∫·∫√π¥å„¥·∫√π¥åÀπ÷Ëß ‚¥¬‡≈◊Õ°

º≈‘μ¿—≥±å∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡°—∫μ—«‡Õß‡ªìπÀ≈—° πÕ°®“°π’È ¬—ß¢“¥°“√ π—∫ πÿπ®“°¿“§√—∞„π·ßà¢Õß°“√«‘®—¬ (RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT) ·≈– 

‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’μà“ßÊ „Àâ°—∫ºŸâº≈‘μ„πª√–‡∑» ∑”„Àâ∫√‘…—∑ºŸâº≈‘μ„π‰∑¬μâÕßπ”‡¢â“ ·≈–æ÷Ëßæ“‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’®“°μà“ßª√–‡∑»„π¥â“πμà“ßÊ μ≈Õ¥¡“  ¿“«–§«“¡

º—πº«π∑“ß°“√‡¡◊Õß ·≈–‡»√…∞°‘® √«¡∂÷ß√“§“πÈ”¡—π∑’Ëª√—∫μ—« Ÿß¢÷Èπ ∑”„Àâ√“§“ ‘π§â“„π à«πμ≈“¥√–¥—∫°≈“ßμâÕßª√—∫μ—«μ“¡¥â«¬ ∫√‘…—∑œ ®÷ßμâÕß

 √â“ß§«“¡·¢Áß·°√àß¥â«¬°“√æ—≤π“π«—μ°√√¡„À¡àÊ ∑—Èß¥â“πº≈‘μ¿—≥±å ·≈–°‘®°√√¡∑“ß°“√μ≈“¥Õ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ‡æ√“–ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§ à«πÀπ÷Ëß¬—ß§”π÷ß∂÷ß

¿“æ≈—°…≥å ·≈–§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„®®“°°“√®—¥°“√μ≈“¥∑’Ë·¢àß¢—π°—π 

 3.2 Õÿμ “À°√√¡º≈‘μ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π ÿ¿“æ μ√’ 
  - ≈—°…≥–º≈‘μ¿—≥±å 

   ∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â¡’°“√π”‡ πÕº≈‘μ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π„À¡à ¿“¬„μâ·∫√π¥å VR ·≈– MODERN K 

  - °“√μ≈“¥ 

   ∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’π‚¬∫“¬°“√μ≈“¥∑’Ë¡ÿàß‡πâπμÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡μâÕß°“√ Ÿß ÿ¥¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“ Market Offering ‚¥¬°“√§âπÀ“§«“¡μâÕß°“√¢Õß

≈Ÿ°§â“Õ¬à“ß·∑â®√‘ß«à“≈Ÿ°§â“¡’§«“¡μâÕß°“√Õ¬à“ß‰√ ·≈–∑”∑ÿ°Õ¬à“ß‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“æ÷ßæÕ„® ·≈–‡πâπ°≈¬ÿ∑∏å Concentration Growth ∑—Èß¥â“π “¬°“√º≈‘μ 

·≈–™àÕß∑“ß°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ÷́Ëß∫√‘…—∑œ ®–¡’§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å„°≈â™‘¥°—∫‚√ßß“πºŸâº≈‘μ‡æ◊ËÕ∑”ß“π√à«¡°—π „π¥â“π¢Õß°“√≈¥μâπ∑ÿπ°“√º≈‘μ °“√§«∫§ÿ¡

¥Ÿ·≈«—μ∂ÿ¥‘∫·≈– ‘π§â“§ß‡À≈◊Õ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‰¥â¡“´÷Ëßº≈ª√–‚¬™πå√à«¡°—π Ÿß ÿ¥ ·≈–„πªï∑’Ëºà“π¡“∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥âª√—∫μ—«¥â«¬°“√À—π‰ª¢¬“¬ Ÿàμ≈“¥æ√’‡¡’Ë¬¡ ‚¥¬ 

«“‚°â√à«¡°—∫ «“√Õø °’È π”™ÿ¥™—Èπ„πª√–¥—∫§√‘ μ—≈ WACOAL DIAMOND INTIMACY  √â“ß™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π„Àâ‡ªìπÕ“¿√≥åª√–¥—∫‡√◊Õπ√à“ßºŸâÀ≠‘ßÕ¬à“ß≈ßμ—« 

®“°°“√∑”μ≈“¥§√—Èßπ’È∑”„Àâ¿“æ≈—°…≥å«“‚°â°â“«°√–‚¥¥‡ªìπ·∫√π¥åæ√’‡¡’Ë¬¡∑’Ë™—¥‡®π¡“°¢÷Èπ  à«π¥â“π°ÿ≈ μ√’¡’°“√ª√—∫μ—«¥â«¬°“√·μ°·∫√π¥å 

MODERN K ™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π‡æ◊ËÕ “«∑—π ¡—¬·≈–Õ‘π‡∑√π¥å ‡æ◊ËÕ®—∫°≈ÿà¡ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§√–¥—∫∫π‚¥¬‡©æ“– 

   1. °≈¬ÿ∑∏åº≈‘μ¿—≥±å ∫√‘…—∑œ ¡ÿàß‡πâπ°“√æ—≤π“º≈‘μ¿—≥±å§ÿ≥¿“æ ‚¥¬·∫àß ‘π§â“ÕÕ°‡ªìπ 3 °≈ÿà¡ ¥—ßπ’È 

    -  ‘π§â“°≈ÿà¡ Function ∑’ËμÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡μâÕß°“√¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§„π¥â“πμà“ßÊ ‡™àπ ¥â“π √’√–, ¥â“π«—μ∂ÿª√– ß§å°“√„™â À√◊Õ

¥â“π‡∑§π‘§æ‘‡»…„π°“√μ—¥‡¬Á∫ ‚¥¬∫√‘…—∑œ ®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ‘π§â“∑’Ë¡’§ÿ≥¿“æ·≈–μÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡μâÕß°“√¥â“πμà“ßÊ Õ¬à“ß·∑â®√‘ß 

    -  ‘π§â“°≈ÿà¡ Emotion ‚¥¬∑” ‘π§â“„Àâ‡¢â“°—∫ Lifetime & Lifestyle ¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“ ‚¥¬§”π÷ß∂÷ß ¡—¬π‘¬¡ ·≈–§«“¡μâÕß°“√¢Õß

μ≈“¥Õ¬à“ß∑—π∑à«ß∑’ 

    -  ‘π§â“°≈ÿà¡π«—μ°√√¡ ‡ªìπ°“√ √â“ß √√§å ‘π§â“„Àâ‡ªìπ∑’Ë π„®„π§«“¡·ª≈°„À¡à ‰¡à‡§¬¡’„§√∑”¡“°àÕπ Õ“∑‘ ™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π 

WACOAL SPORTS çNANO FRESHé ‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’Õ’°√–¥—∫„π°“√ª°ªÑÕß°≈‘ËπÕ—∫™◊Èπ °”®—¥·∫§∑’‡√’¬ ¥â«¬π«—μ°√√¡∑’Ë‡§≈◊Õ∫º‘«ºâ“¥â«¬ ‘́≈‡«Õ√å∫π

§«“¡º‘¥æ≈“¥ §√—Èß·√°∂◊Õ‡ªìπ§√Ÿ ∑”º‘¥§√—Èß∑’Ë Õß∂◊Õ‡ªìπ§«“¡‚ßà 
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Dr.Thiam Chokwatana’s Philosophy : 

‰∑‡∑‡π’¬¡‰¥ÕÕ°‰´¥å≈ß≈÷°√–¥—∫π“‚π §ß§«“¡ÀÕ¡μ≈Õ¥ 24 ™—Ë«‚¡ß 

   2. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å√“§“ °“√μ—Èß√“§“ ‘π§â“„πªí®®ÿ∫—π‡πâπ∑’Ë§«“¡‡À¡“– ¡°—∫§ÿ≥¿“æ ‚¥¬§”π÷ß∂÷ß°”≈—ß ◊́ÈÕ¢Õß°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬  

¿“æ≈—°…≥å¢Õß ‘π§â“ μâπ∑ÿπ°“√º≈‘μ ·≈–μâπ∑ÿπ¥â“π°“√μ≈“¥‡ªìπæ◊Èπ∞“π ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‰¥â„™â ‘π§â“∑’Ë¡’§ÿ≥¿“æ¥’ √“§“¬ÿμ‘∏√√¡  √â“ß§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„® 

„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“ Ÿß ÿ¥ 

   3. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å°“√®”Àπà“¬·≈–™àÕß∑“ß°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â®—¥®”Àπà“¬º≈‘μ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„πμ“¡Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“μà“ßÊ ·≈– 

°“√¢“¬ºà“π Discount Store ‡π◊ËÕß®“°¡’ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§∑’Ë‡ª≈’Ë¬π‰ªπ‘¬¡ ‘π§â“¥’ √“§“∂Ÿ° ‚¥¬‡©æ“–°“√„™â°≈¬ÿ∑∏å√“§“ ‡æ◊ËÕ¥÷ß¥Ÿ¥ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§√–¥—∫°≈“ß ´÷Ëß

‡ªìπ§π à«π„À≠à¢Õßª√–‡∑» ∑”„Àâ Discount Store ‰¥â√—∫°“√μÕ∫√—∫¢¬“¬ “¢“Õ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« ·≈–‡æ‘Ë¡™àÕß∑“ß°“√¢“¬ ‘π§â“‡©æ“–°≈ÿà¡ ‡™àπ °≈ÿà¡ 

Sport Bra ÷́Ëß‰¥â¡’°“√‡®√®“‡æ◊ËÕ≈ß ‘π§â“¢“¬„π∫√‘‡«≥æ◊Èπ∑’Ë°’Ã“ À√◊Õ Specialty Store ‡æ◊ËÕ°≈ÿà¡ ‘π§â“ ”À√—∫ÕÕ°°”≈—ß°“¬‚¥¬‡©æ“– 

   4. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å°“√‚¶…≥“·≈– àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬ 

    4.1 °“√‚¶…≥“ 

      ‡πâπ¿“æ≈—°…≥å‡™‘ß EMOTIONAL ‡æ◊ËÕ„ÀâºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§‡°‘¥§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„® Ÿß ÿ¥·≈–¿Ÿ¡‘„®„π°“√„™â ‘π§â“¡“°¢÷Èπ √«¡∑—Èß‡≈◊Õ°

°“√„™â ◊ËÕ‡©æ“–°≈ÿà¡‡æ◊ËÕμÕ°¬È”¿“æ≈—°…≥å·≈–‡¢â“∂÷ß°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬‰¥âμ√ß®ÿ¥ ‡™àπ π‘μ¬ “√, WEBSITE ·≈–  ◊ËÕ ≥ æ◊Èπ∑’Ë¢“¬ πÕ°®“°π—Èπ ¬—ß‰¥â¡’

°“√∑”‚¶…≥“ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏å ‘π§â“ºà“π∫ÿ§§≈∑’Ë¡’™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß·≈–‡ªìπ∑’Ë√Ÿâ®—°∑“ß —ß§¡ ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ°“√™—°®Ÿß„Àâ°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬Õ¬“°„™â ‘π§â“‡À¡◊Õπ∫ÿ§§≈ ¥—ß

°≈à“« 

    4.2 °“√ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏åºà“π Intimate Advisor 

      ‡ªìπ°“√ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏å ‘π§â“Õ’°√Ÿª·∫∫Àπ÷Ëß ‚¥¬„Àâæπ—°ß“π¢“¬‡ªìπ INTIMATE ADVISOR ∑’Ë∫√‘°“√¢“¬·≈– «¡„ à

 ‘π§â“ª√–®”∑’Ë§Õ√å‡πÕ√å‡ªìπ PRESENTER ·π–π” ‘π§â“·≈–·π«∑“ß°“√·μàßμ—«„Àâ°—∫≈Ÿ°§â“ ‚¥¬°“√ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏å«‘∏’π’È  “¡“√∂ √â“ß§«“¡‚¥¥‡¥àπ

æπ—°ß“π¢“¬„Àâ·μ°μà“ß®“°·∫√π¥åÕ◊ËπÊ 

    4.3 °‘®°√√¡ àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬√à«¡°—∫√â“π§â“ 

      °“√®—¥°‘®°√√¡√à«¡°—∫√â“π§â“‡ªìπ ‘Ëß ”§—≠Õ¬à“ßÀπ÷Ëß„π°“√ √â“ß§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å∑’Ë¥’√–À«à“ß·∫√π¥å°—∫√â“π§â“ ‡æ◊ËÕ°√–μÿâπ„Àâ

‡°‘¥°“√´◊ÈÕÕ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ‡™àπ °“√®—¥‚§√ß°“√ LETûS SEXY GET BONUS √à«¡°—∫Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“‚√∫‘π —π °—∫™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π 5 ·∫√π¥å WACOAL, 

BSC, VANITY FAIR, VR, ELLE ¥â«¬°“√´◊ÈÕ ‘π§â“·≈– – ¡ μ‘Í°‡°Õ√å‡æ◊ËÕ·≈°¢Õß√“ß«—≈ ·≈–‚§√ß°“√ JUST MY LUCK √à«¡°—∫Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“ 

 ¬“¡ æ“√“°Õπ ‡¥Õ–¡Õ≈≈å ·≈– ¥‘ ‡ÕÁ¡‚æ‡√’¬¡ °—∫™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π 5 ·∫√π¥å WACOAL, BSC, VANITY FAIR, VR, ELLE ‡¢â“√à«¡ – ¡ μ‘Í°‡°Õ√å 

‡æ◊ËÕ√—∫∫—μ√‡¢â“™¡ SIAM OCEAN WORLD ‡æ◊ËÕ‡ªìπ°“√ √â“ß —¡æ—π∏åÕ—π¥’√–À«à“ß‡®â“¢Õßº≈‘μ¿—≥±å Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“ ·≈–≈Ÿ°§â“ 

   5. °“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√·≈–°“√√—∫ª√–°—π 

    °“√∫√‘°“√‚¥¬æπ—°ß“π¢“¬∑’Ë¡’§«“¡‡™’Ë¬«™“≠¥â“π √’√–‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ§”·π–π”°“√„ à ‘π§â“„Àâ‡À¡“– ¡°—∫ √’√–∑’Ë∂Ÿ°μâÕß ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ

≈Ÿ°§â“‡°‘¥§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„® Ÿß ÿ¥„π§ÿ≥¿“æ¢Õßº≈‘μ¿—≥±å·≈–∫√‘°“√À≈—ß°“√¢“¬ ¬‘π¥’√—∫‡ª≈’Ë¬π ‘π§â“ À√◊Õ à́Õ¡·´¡ ‘π§â“∑’Ë∑”„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‰¡àæ÷ßæÕ„®„π

§ÿ≥¿“æ¢Õßº≈‘μ¿—≥±å∑—π∑’ 

  - ¿“«–°“√·¢àß¢—π 

   1.  ¿“æ°“√·¢àß¢—π 

    „π™à«ß 1-2 ªï∑’Ëºà“π¡“¡’°“√·¢àß¢—π¢Õß BRAND  Ÿß¢÷Èπ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–°≈ÿà¡«—¬√ÿàπ ∑’Ë¡’ BRAND LOYALTY πâÕ¬ μ≈“¥°≈ÿà¡ 

«—¬√ÿàπ®÷ß‡°‘¥ BRAND „À¡àÊ „πμ≈“¥·¢àß¢—π°—π„π‡√◊ËÕß¢Õß¥’‰´πå ≈Ÿ°‡≈àπ„Àâ°—∫ ‘π§â“ ¥—ßπ—Èπ°“√∑”μ≈“¥ ”À√—∫°≈ÿà¡«—¬√ÿàππ’ÈμâÕß∑”μ≈“¥·∫∫ 

MARKET OFFERING ‚¥¬°“√§âπÀ“§«“¡μâÕß°“√¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“Õ¬à“ß·∑â®√‘ß «à“≈Ÿ°§â“μâÕß°“√Õ–‰√·≈–μÕ∫ πÕß„Àâ∑—π∑à«ß∑’ 

    °“√·¢àß¢—π¢Õß ‘π§â“™ÿ¥™—Èπ„πºŸâ§â“∑—ÈßÀ≈“¬®–¡ÿàß‡πâπ°“√·¢àß¢—π∑’Ë§”π÷ß∂÷ßμ—«≈Ÿ°§â“‡ªìπ ”§—≠ (Consumer Responsiveness) 

¥—ßπ’È 

    1. °“√∑”«‘®—¬·≈–æ—≤π“ (R&D)  ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ‡æ◊ËÕ∑√“∫∂÷ß§«“¡μâÕß°“√μ≈“¥∑’Ë·∑â®√‘ß 

     2. §«“¡¡ÿàß¡—Ëπ¥â“πμ—« ‘π§â“ (Production) ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâº≈‘μ¿—≥±å¡’À≈“¬ ‰μ≈å‡æ◊ËÕμÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡μâÕß°“√∑’ËÀ≈“°À≈“¬ 

     3. °“√«“ß·ºπ°√–®“¬ ‘π§â“ ‚¥¬π”√–∫∫ Quick Response Marketing System (QRMS) ¡“®—¥√–∫∫°“√°√–®“¬ ‘π§â“ 

‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ “¡“√∂μÕ∫ πÕß°—∫§«“¡‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ßÕ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á«¢Õßμ≈“¥ ·≈– √â“ß§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„® Ÿß ÿ¥¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§ 

    4. °“√Ωñ°Õ∫√¡æπ—°ß“π¢“¬ (Human Resource) ∂÷ß§«“¡ ”§—≠„π°“√∫√‘°“√≈Ÿ°§â“  

   2. ®”π«π·≈–¢π“¥¢Õß§Ÿà·¢àß¢—π 

    Õÿμ “À°√√¡™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π μ√’‡ªìπÕÿμ “À°√√¡∑’Ë¡’Õÿª √√§„π°“√‡¢â“ Ÿàμ≈“¥ Ÿß ºŸâ‡≈àπ∑’Ë “¡“√∂Õ¬Ÿà√Õ¥‰¥âμâÕß¡’∏ÿ√°‘®∑’Ëª√–°Õ∫°“√

§√∫«ß®√ ‡√‘Ë¡μ—Èß·μà°“√π”‡¢â“«—μ∂ÿ¥‘∫ °“√º≈‘μ«—μ∂ÿ¥‘∫∫“ß à«π °“√μ—¥‡¬Á∫·≈–°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬ πÕ°®“°π—Èπ ™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π¬—ß‡ªìπº≈‘μ¿—≥±å∑’ËºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§ 

§àÕπ¢â“ß¬÷¥μ‘¥°—∫μ√“ ‘π§â“ ¥—ßπ—Èπ°“√ √â“ß Brand Awareness ¬àÕ¡„™â°“√≈ß∑ÿπ¡‘„™àπâÕ¬ πÕ°®“°π—Èπ™àÕß∑“ß°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬¬—ßμâÕßÕ“»—¬μ—«°≈“ß 

The first mistake makes for a good teacher; the second makes one look foolish. 



48 We make people happy and beautiful 
‡√“ √√§å √â“ß§«“¡ ÿ¢·≈–§«“¡ «¬ß“¡‡æ◊ËÕª«ß™π 

ª√—™≠“ ¥√.‡∑’¬¡ ‚™§«—≤π“ 

‡™àπ Àâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“ À√◊Õ ¥‘ ‡§“π∑å ‚μ√å °Á¬—ß‡ªìπ¿“√–∑’Ë¬“°·°à°“√‡®√®“ ¥â«¬ªí®®—¬‡À≈à“π’È æ∫«à“ °“√‡¢â“ Ÿàμ≈“¥¢Õß™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π μ√’„À¡à∑”‰¥â 

‰¡àßà“¬π—° ·¡â§Ÿà·¢àß„π√–¥—∫∑’Ë “¡“√∂‡¢â“™àÕß∑“ß°“√¢“¬‡¥’¬«°—π∑’Ë¡’Õ¬Ÿà„πμ≈“¥ ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ§Ÿà·¢àßμ√ß (Direct Competitor) ¡’Õ¬Ÿàª√–¡“≥ 20 ·∫√π¥å ®–

¡’°“√·¢àß¢—π°—π Ÿß ·μà‡π◊ËÕß®“°∞“π≈Ÿ°§â“¢Õß°≈ÿà¡·∫√π¥å ‘π§â“¿“¬„μâ ICC ∑—ÈßÀ¡¥ 8 ·∫√π¥å §◊Õ WACOAL, BSC, ELLE, VR, VANITY FAIR, 

MODERN K, POP LINE ·≈– KULLASTRI °Á “¡“√∂¢¬“¬∞“π≈Ÿ°§â“ §√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡ºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§„π∑ÿ°§«“¡μâÕß°“√ ‚¥¬§√Õß à«π·∫àßμ≈“¥®“° 

™àÕß∑“ß¢“¬À≈—°‡°‘π°«à“ 60% 

   3.  ∂“π¿“æ·≈–»—°¬¿“æ„π°“√·¢àß¢—π¢Õß∫√‘…—∑ 

    ∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’»—°¬¿“æ„π°“√·¢àß¢—π„πÕÿμ “À°√√¡™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π μ√’Õ¬à“ß‡μÁ¡∑’Ë ‡π◊ËÕß®“°∫√‘…—∑œ ¡Õß∂÷ß‚Õ°“ ·≈–‚§√ß √â“ßμ≈“¥

‚¥¬‡ªìπμ—«·∑π®”Àπà“¬º≈‘μ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π∂÷ß 8 Brand ·≈–·μà≈– Brand ¡’ Positioning ∑’Ë·μ°μà“ß°—π‡æ◊ËÕ√Õß√—∫μ≈“¥·≈–§√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡ Target ∑’Ë

™—¥‡®π ∑—Èß¬—ß‡ªìπºŸâ®”Àπà“¬ ‘π§â“·∫√π¥å WACOAL ´÷Ëß‡ªìπ Brand Leader ‡ªìπ®ÿ¥·¢Áß„Àâ‡°‘¥Õ”π“®„π‡®√®“μàÕ√Õß¥â“πμà“ßÊ ‡ªìπ°“√‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫°«à“

§Ÿà·¢àß√“¬Õ◊Ëπ ‚¥¬‡©æ“–‡¡◊ËÕ·∫√π¥åÕ◊ËπÊ ∑’ËÕ¬Ÿà„π§«“¡¥Ÿ·≈¢Õß∫√‘…—∑ °Á¬—ß “¡“√∂‡ √‘¡ √â“ß√“¬‰¥â ‚¥¬‡°◊ÈÕÀπÿπ°—π„π¥â“π™àÕß«à“ß∑“ß°“√μ≈“¥‰¥â

‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¥’ (Synergy)  àßº≈„Àâ∫√‘…—∑œ ‰¥â√—∫º≈ª√–‚¬™πåÕ¬à“ß‡μÁ¡∑’Ë 

    - °“√®—¥À“º≈‘μ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑ 

     º≈‘μ¿—≥±å™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π μ√’∑’Ë∫√‘…—∑œ ‡ªìπºŸâ®”Àπà“¬∂÷ß 8 ·∫√π¥å ‚¥¬¡’‚√ßß“πºŸâº≈‘μ ”§—≠ 2 ∫√‘…—∑ §◊Õ 

     1) ∫√‘…—∑ ‰∑¬«“‚°â ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ºŸâº≈‘μ ‘π§â“ WACOAL, POP LINE 

     2) ∫√‘…—∑ ¿—∑¬“Õÿμ “À°‘® ®”°—¥ ºŸâº≈‘μ ‘π§â“ VR, KULLASTRI, VANITY FAIR, BSC, ELLE ·≈– MODERN K 

     ∑—Èß Õß∫√‘…—∑π’È¡’ºŸâº≈‘μ«—μ∂ÿ¥‘∫ª√–°Õ∫¥â«¬ ∫√‘…—∑ ‡∑Á° ǻ‰∑≈å‡æ√ ∑’® ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π), ∫√‘…—∑ ‰∑¬∑“‡§¥–‡≈´ ®”°—¥ ·≈–

∫√‘…—∑ ‰∑¬´“§“‡Õ–‡≈´ ®”°—¥ ´÷Ëß∑—Èß “¡∫√‘…—∑‡ªìπ∫√‘…—∑„π‡§√◊Õ Àæ—≤πå ∑’Ë‰¥â√—∫¡“μ√∞“π°“√º≈‘μ ISO 9002 ¡’°“√«‘®—¬§âπ§«â“ ·≈–æ—≤π“ 

«—μ∂ÿ¥‘∫„À¡àÊ Õ¬à“ß ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ ∫√‘…—∑œ ®÷ß‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫§Ÿà·¢àß„π¥â“π§«“¡À≈“°À≈“¬¥â“π«—μ∂ÿ¥‘∫ ·≈–μâπ∑ÿπ∑’ËμË”°«à“§Ÿà·¢àß 

    - ·π«‚πâ¡¿“«–Õÿμ “À°√√¡·≈– ¿“æ°“√·¢àß¢—π„πÕπ“§μ 

     „π™à«ßªï∑’Ëºà“π¡“ °“√¢¬“¬μ—«¢Õßμ≈“¥™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π ¡’Õ—μ√“°“√‡μ‘∫‚μ 6-7% ·≈–¡’·π«‚πâ¡‡μ‘∫‚μ¢÷ÈπÕ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß μ≈Õ¥

·π«‚πâ¡ LIFE STYLE ¢ÕßºŸâ∫√‘‚¿§√ÿàπ„À¡àπ‘¬¡„™â™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π∑’Ë¡’√Ÿª·∫∫‡©æ“–∑’Ë Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫°√–· ·ø™—Ëπ‡ ◊ÈÕ™ÿ¥™—ÈππÕ° ∑’Ë¡’°“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß‰ªÕ¬à“ß

√«¥‡√Á« ®÷ß àßº≈„Àâæƒμ‘°√√¡°“√ ◊́ÈÕ™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π∫àÕ¬¢÷Èπ·≈–À≈“°À≈“¬¢÷Èπ ¥—ßπ—Èπ„π·μà≈–·∫√π¥å°ÁμâÕß √â“ß √√§å ‘π§â“„Àâ Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫ LIFE STYLE 

¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“„Àâ‡√Á«¢÷Èπμ“¡‰ª¥â«¬ 

 3.3 Õÿμ “À°√√¡º≈‘μ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß·μàß°“¬ ÿ¿“æ∫ÿ√ÿ… 
  -  ≈—°…≥–º≈‘μ¿—≥±å 

   ∫√‘…—∑œ ®—¥®”Àπà“¬‡§√◊ËÕß·μàß°“¬∫ÿ√ÿ…À≈“°À≈“¬·∫√π¥å„πμ”·Àπàß∑“ß°“√μ≈“¥∑’Ë·μ°μà“ß°—π°√–®“¬‡¢â“ ŸàÀ≈“¬ SEGMENT 

¢Õßμ≈“¥ §◊Õ μ≈“¥ DRESS ‡™àπ ARROW, BSC EX, ST. ANDREWS, EXCELLENCY, GUY LAROCHE μ≈“¥ CASUAL ‡™àπ LACOSTE, 

GUY DE GUY LAROCHE, DAKS, ELLE HOMME, GETAWAY, THE HORNBILL, BSC 2001, MIZUNO, LECOQ SPORTIF πÕ°®“°π’È„πªïπ’È 

∫√‘…—∑œ ¬—ß‰¥â√‘‡√‘Ë¡°“√μ≈“¥‡¢â“ Ÿàμ≈“¥¬’π å¿“¬„μâ ·∫√π¥å ARROW, LACOSTE, BSC 2001 ·≈– ·∫√π¥å„À¡à çMAXIMUSé ∑—Èßπ’È°“√∑’Ë∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’

·∫√π¥å∑’Ë‡¢â¡·¢Áß ∑”„Àâ “¡“√∂§√Õ∫§√Õß à«π·∫àß∑“ß°“√μ≈“¥·≈–°√–®“¬§«“¡‡ ’Ë¬ß∑’ËÕ“®‡°‘¥¢÷Èπ‰¥â 

  - °“√μ≈“¥ 

   ∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’π‚¬∫“¬°“√μ≈“¥∑’Ë¡ÿàß‡πâπ°√–∫«π°“√ √â“ß§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„®„Àâ°—∫≈Ÿ°§â“ ‚¥¬‡πâπ§«“¡ ”§—≠∑’Ë°“√μ≈“¥ (MARKET 

ORIENTED) ‚¥¬¡’°≈¬ÿ∑∏å°“√·¢àß¢—π∑’Ë ”§—≠ §◊Õ 

   1. °≈¬ÿ∑∏åº≈‘μ¿—≥±å ¡ÿàßæ—≤π“º≈‘μ¿—≥±å∑’Ë¡’§ÿ≥¿“æ „π¥â“π°“√μ—¥‡¬Á∫ °“√ «¡„ à «—μ∂ÿ¥‘∫∑’Ë¡’§ÿ≥¿“æ¥’¡’π«—μ°√√¡„À¡àÊ ∑—Èß

¥â“π«—μ∂ÿ¥‘∫ °“√„™âß“π∑’ËμÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡μâÕß°“√¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“ ·≈– √â“ß°≈ÿà¡ ‘π§â“∑’ËμÕ∫ πÕß§«“¡μâÕß°“√∑’Ë‡°‘¥®“°°√–· „Àâ¡’ TREND FASHION ∑’Ë

‡À¡“– ¡°—∫°≈ÿà¡μ≈“¥‡ªÑ“À¡“¬¥â«¬ 

   2. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å√“§“ ¡ÿàß√—°…“√–¥—∫ —¥ à«π√“§“·≈–§ÿ≥¿“æ„ÀâÕ¬Ÿà„π√–¥—∫∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡ °“√„™âπ‚¬∫“¬°“√·¢àß¢—π¥â“π√“§“®–„™â°—∫ 

°“√∫√‘À“√ ‘π§â“≈â“ ¡—¬‡ªìπ ”§—≠ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‡°‘¥§«“¡¡—Ëπ„®„π°“√´◊ÈÕº≈‘μ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑ 

   3. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬ ¡’°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬º≈‘μ¿—≥±å„πÀâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“™—Èππ”∑—Ë«ª√–‡∑»‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡¢â“∂÷ß°≈ÿà¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬‰¥âÕ¬à“ß 

∑—Ë«∂÷ß ‚¥¬®–‡πâπ°“√π”‡ πÕ§ÿ≥§à“¢Õßº≈‘μ¿—≥±å ‚¥¬π«—μ°√√¡„À¡à ·ø™—Ëπ∑’Ë∑—π ¡—¬ §ÿ≥¿“æ¥’ √“§“∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡ ¡’°“√®—¥‚™«å ‘π§â“∑’Ë «¬ß“¡ ¡’ 

concept „π°“√π”‡ πÕ∑’Ë‚¥¥‡¥àπ ·μ°μà“ß®“°§Ÿà·¢àß¢—π ·≈–¥÷ß¥Ÿ¥§«“¡ π„®¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“ ·≈–¡’°“√®—¥æπ—°ß“π¢“¬∑’Ëºà“π°“√Õ∫√¡¥â“πº≈‘μ¿—≥±å·≈–

°“√∫√‘°“√‡ªìπÕ¬à“ß¥’ „π®ÿ¥¢“¬‡æ◊ËÕ·π–π”º≈‘μ¿—≥±å ·≈–„Àâ∫√‘°“√∑’Ë¥’∑—Èß√–À«à“ß°“√¢“¬ ·≈–°“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√À≈—ß°“√¢“¬ 

   4. °≈¬ÿ∑∏å°“√ àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬ ¡ÿàß‡πâπ°“√∑”‚¶…≥“ ª√–™“ —¡æ—π∏å §«“¡‡§≈◊ËÕπ‰À«¢Õß ‘π§â“„À¡à„πƒ¥Ÿ°“≈ ‚¥¬°“√ √â“ß‡√◊ËÕß

√“«¢Õß°“√ àß‡ √‘¡°“√¢“¬∑’Ë Õ¥§≈âÕß°—∫§«“¡μâÕß°“√·≈–‡ªìπ∑’Ë π„®¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“ ·≈–·μ°μà“ß®“°§Ÿà·¢àß ¡’°“√π”‡ πÕπ«—μ°√√¡„À¡àÊ √«¡∑—Èß 

§«“¡°â“«Àπâ“∑’Ë·∑â®√‘ß¬àÕ¡‡°‘¥®“°Ωï¡◊Õ°“√∑”ß“π 
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·§¡‡ª≠°“√μ≈“¥‡æ◊ËÕ™à«¬‡À≈◊Õ —ß§¡ „Àâ°≈ÿà¡μ≈“¥‡ªÑ“À¡“¬‰¥â√—∫∑√“∫Õ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß ‚¥¬ºà“π ◊ËÕμà“ßÊ °‘®°√√¡ ≥ ®ÿ¥¢“¬ ‚¥¬‡πâπ™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß 

§ÿ≥¿“æ ·≈–§«“¡πà“‡™◊ËÕ∂◊Õ¢Õßº≈‘μ¿—≥±å‡ªìπ ”§—≠ 

   5. °“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√·≈–°“√√—∫ª√–°—π ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“‡°‘¥§«“¡æ÷ßæÕ„® ∫√‘…—∑œ ‡πâπ°“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√À≈—ß°“√¢“¬ ∑’Ë®–μâÕß¡’°“√„Àâ∫√‘°“√

∑’Ë√«¥‡√Á«·≈–ª√–∑—∫„® ·≈–¬‘π¥’‡ª≈’Ë¬π ‘π§â“„Àâ≈Ÿ°§â“∑’Ë‡°‘¥§«“¡‰¡àæ÷ßæÕ„®„π§ÿ≥¿“æ¢Õßº≈‘μ¿—≥±å∑—π∑’ 

  - ¿“«–°“√·¢àß¢—π 

   „π™à«ßªï∑’Ëºà“π¡“ °“√¢¬“¬μ—«¢Õßμ≈“¥‡§√◊ËÕß·μàß°“¬™“¬ ¡’Õ—μ√“°“√‡μ‘∫‚μ‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ 5-6% ‚¥¬°“√‡μ‘∫‚μ¢Õßμ≈“¥„π™à«ßμ—Èß·μà

‰μ√¡“  2 ¢Õßªï 2006 ¡’°√–· ¢Õß°“√„ à‡ ◊ÈÕ ’‡À≈◊Õß·≈–μàÕ‡π◊ËÕß¡“®π∂÷ß ‘Èπªï ∑”„ÀâºŸâª√–°Õ∫°“√„πμ≈“¥∑’Ë “¡“√∂ª√—∫μ—« ·≈–∑”°“√μ≈“¥‡æ◊ËÕ

μÕ∫ πÕß°√–· §«“¡μâÕß°“√π’È‰¥âÕ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« ®–‡ªìπºŸâ·¬àß™‘ß à«π·∫àß°“√μ≈“¥‰ª‰¥â ∑—Èßπ’È°“√·¢àß¢—π∑“ß¥â“π√“§“°Á¬—ß§ß‡ªìπªí®®—¬À≈—°∑’ËºŸâº≈‘μ

μà“ßÊ ¡ÿàß‡πâπ ºŸâº≈‘μ∑’Ë¡’°“√ √â“ß§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å·≈– ”√«®§«“¡μâÕß°“√≈Ÿ°§â“Õ¬à“ß ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ √«¡∑—Èß “¡“√∂π”‡ πÕº≈‘μ¿—≥±å„Àâ ◊ËÕ “√‡¢â“∂÷ß≈Ÿ°§â“‰¥â

®– “¡“√∂·¬àß à«π·∫àß∑“ß°“√μ≈“¥‡æ‘Ë¡¢÷Èπ‰¥âÕ¬à“ß∂“«√ 

   πÕ°®“°π’È °“√‡ª≈’Ë¬π·ª≈ß„π¥â“π™àÕß∑“ß®—¥®”Àπà“¬ °“√¢“¬¬—ß§ß‡πâπ„πÀâ“ß √√æ ‘π§â“‡ªìπÀ≈—° ·≈–°“√¢¬“¬™àÕß∑“ß‰ª 

¥â“π¥‘ ‡§“πå ‚μ√å ‡°‘¥°“√¢¬“¬μ—«Õ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« πÕ°®“°π’È °≈ÿà¡√â“π§â“√–¥—∫∑âÕß∂‘Ëπøóôπμ—«¡“°¢÷Èπ®“° ¿“«–‡»√…∞°‘®∑’Ë¥’¢÷Èπ ∑”„Àâ°≈ÿà¡ºŸâº≈‘μμâÕß¡ÿàß

æ—≤π“ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ°“√º≈‘μ∑’Ë∑”„Àâμâπ∑ÿπ≈¥≈ß ‡æ◊ËÕ “¡“√∂ √â“ßº≈‘μ¿—≥±å∑’Ë‡À¡“– ¡‡¢â“ Ÿà™àÕß∑“ßμà“ßÊ‡À≈à“π’È‰¥â ¥—ßπ—Èπ º≈‘μ¿—≥±å∑’Ë¬÷¥§√Õßμ≈“¥

Õ¬ŸàÕ¬à“ß·¢Áß·√ß‰¥â ®–μâÕß¡ÿàß‡πâπ§«“¡ “¡“√∂„π°“√ √â“ß™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß °“√√—∫√Ÿâ·≈–°“√μÕ∫ πÕßμàÕ§«“¡μâÕß°“√¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“·μà≈–°≈ÿà¡Õ¬à“ß√«¥‡√Á« ¢≥–

‡¥’¬«°—πμâÕß§≈àÕßμ—«„π°“√®—¥°“√·≈–∫√‘À“√μâπ∑ÿπ ‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥§«“¡‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫„π√–¬–¬“« 

   „π¥â“π ∂“π¿“æ„π°“√·¢àß¢—π ∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’§«“¡‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫„π°“√·¢àß¢—π ¥—ßπ’È 

   1. ∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’°“√ √â“ß PORTFOLIO ¢Õß°≈ÿà¡º≈‘μ¿—≥±å‡§√◊ËÕß·μàß°“¬™“¬„Àâ¡’§«“¡§√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡°≈ÿà¡μ≈“¥‡ªÑ“À¡“¬„πÀ≈“°À≈“¬ 

SEGMENT ∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥°“√°√–®“¬∑’Ë§√Õ∫§≈ÿ¡°“√§√Õßμ≈“¥‡§√◊ËÕß·μàß°“¬™“¬·≈–‡°‘¥¥ÿ≈¬åμàÕ√Õß„π°“√®—¥®”Àπà“¬ 

   2. º≈‘μ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑‡ªìπ∑’Ë√Ÿâ®—°·≈–¬Õ¡√—∫„π¥â“π™◊ËÕ‡ ’¬ß·≈–§ÿ≥¿“æ 

   3. º≈‘μ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑¡’°“√æ—≤π“·≈–§‘¥§âππ«—μ°√√¡„À¡àÊ‡¢â“ Ÿàμ≈“¥‰¥â ¡Ë”‡ ¡Õ ‡æ√“–‰¥â√—∫°“√ π—∫ πÿπ®“°ºŸâº≈‘μ√“¬„À≠à

¢Õßª√–‡∑» ( ÷́Ëß‡ªìπ°≈ÿà¡∫√‘…—∑„π‡§√◊Õ) ¡’°“√¢¬“¬‚√ßß“π∑’Ë “¡“√∂√Õß√—∫°“√‡μ‘∫‚μ ‚¥¬¡’μ—Èß·μà ‚√ßß“πªíòπ¥â“¬ ‚√ßß“πøÕ°¬âÕ¡ ‚√ßß“πμ°·μàß

ºâ“ ®π∂÷ß‚√ßß“πº≈‘μ‡ ◊ÈÕ ”‡√Á®√Ÿª ‡æ◊ËÕ π—∫ πÿπ„Àâ∫√‘…—∑œ ¡’»—°¬¿“æ„π°“√ √â“ß à«π·∫àß∑“ß°“√μ≈“¥∑’Ë‡μ‘∫‚μ¢÷ÈπÕ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß 

   4. ∫√‘…—∑¡’∫ÿ§§≈“°√∑’Ë‡¢â¡·¢Áß ¡’À≈—°§‘¥·≈–§«“¡¡ÿàß¡—Ëπ∑’Ë®–∫√‘À“√ß“π„Àâ∫√√≈ÿμ“¡‡ªÑ“À¡“¬ ·≈–æ√âÕ¡∑’Ë®–‡√’¬π√Ÿâ·≈–æ—≤π“

μπ‡ÕßÕ¬à“ßμàÕ‡π◊ËÕß  

  - °“√®—¥À“º≈‘μ¿—≥±å¢Õß∫√‘…—∑ 

   ∫√‘…—∑œ ®—¥À“º≈‘μ¿—≥±å®“°‚√ßß“πºŸâº≈‘μ ”§—≠ 5 ∫√‘…—∑ §◊Õ 

   1. ∫√‘…—∑ ∏πŸ≈—°…≥å ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ºŸâº≈‘μ‡ ◊ÈÕ‡™‘Èμ ‡ ◊ÈÕ¬◊¥  Ÿ∑ ‡§√◊ËÕßÀπ—ß °√–‡ªÜ“ 

   2. ∫√‘…—∑ ª√–™“Õ“¿√≥å ®”°—¥ (¡À“™π) ºŸâº≈‘μ‡ ◊ÈÕ¬◊¥ °“ß‡°ß 

   3. ∫√‘…—∑ ·™¡ªá‡Õ™ ®”°—¥ ºŸâº≈‘μ™ÿ¥™—Èπ„π °√–‡ªÜ“ 

   4. ∫√‘…—∑ ‰À¡∑Õß ®”°—¥ ºŸâº≈‘μ‡ ◊ÈÕ‡™‘Èμ ‡ ◊ÈÕ¬◊¥ °“ß‡°ß 

   5. ∫√‘…—∑ ∫“ß°Õ°‰π≈àÕπ ®”°—¥ ºŸâº≈‘μ∂ÿß‡∑â“ 

   ‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’∑’Ë„™â„π°“√º≈‘μ‡ªìπ‡∑§‚π‚≈¬’√–¥—∫°≈“ß ¡’°“√„™â°”≈—ß§π„π°“√º≈‘μæÕ ¡§«√ ¢≥–‡¥’¬«°—π¡’°“√æ—≤π“π”‡§√◊ËÕß®—°√

Õ—μ‚π¡—μ‘‡¢â“¡“„™â‡æ◊ËÕ„Àâ°√–∫«π°“√º≈‘μ∑—π ¡—¬·≈–¡’ª√– ‘∑∏‘¿“æ¡“°¢÷Èπ 

   πÕ°®“°π’È °≈ÿà¡∫√‘…—∑ºŸâº≈‘μ‰¥â®—¥μ—Èß‚√ßß“π„π‡¢μ àß‡ √‘¡°“√≈ß∑ÿπ ‚´π 3 ∑”„Àâ‰¥â ‘∑∏‘æ‘‡»…®“° BOI °àÕ„Àâ‡°‘¥§«“¡‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫

„π°“√æ—≤π“μâπ∑ÿπ 

  - ·π«‚πâ¡¿“«–Õÿμ “À°√√¡·≈– ¿“æ°“√·¢àß¢—π„πÕπ“§μ 

   ®“°Õÿμ “À°√√¡∑’Ë¡’·π«‚πâ¡¢¬“¬μ—«„πÕ—μ√“‰¡à¡“°π—° ·μà¿“«–°“√≥å·¢àß¢—π¬—ß§ß√ÿπ·√ß¢÷Èπ ·≈–·π«‚πâ¡¢Õß®”π«π§Ÿà·¢àß¢—π

®–¡’®”π«π‡æ‘Ë¡¡“°¢÷Èπ®“°π‚¬∫“¬‡¢μ°“√§â“‡ √’ (FTA) ÷́Ëß®–∑”„Àâ‡°‘¥¡“μ√°“√≈¥¿“…’ ‘π§â“π”‡¢â“ ·∫√π¥å®“°μà“ßª√–‡∑»‡æ‘Ë¡¡“°¢÷Èπ ∂÷ß·¡â¬—ß§ß

®”°—¥æ◊Èπ∑’Ë°“√¢“¬·≈–°≈ÿà¡≈Ÿ°§â“‡©æ“–Õ¬Ÿà √«¡∑—Èß ‘π§â“√“§“∂Ÿ°®“°ª√–‡∑»®’π∂Ÿ°π”‡¢â“¡“·¢àß¢—π„πμ≈“¥ª√–‡∑»‰∑¬¡“°¢÷Èπ 

   ¥—ßπ—Èπ °“√ √â“ß§«“¡‰¥â‡ª√’¬∫®“°°“√®—¥°“√∑—Èß¥â“πμâπ∑ÿπ·≈–°“√§ß§ÿ≥¿“æ∑’Ë¥’¢Õßº≈‘μ¿—≥±å  ‘Ëß ”§—≠ ”À√—∫°“√·¢àß¢—π„π

Õπ“§μ §◊Õ °“√ √â“ßπ«—μ°√√¡„À¡àÊ ·≈–°‘®°√√¡∑“ß°“√μ≈“¥∑’Ë‡©æ“–‡®“–®ß·≈–√«¥‡√Á« °“√ √â“ß§«“¡ —¡æ—π∏å ·≈–°“√ √â“ß«‘∏’°“√ ◊ËÕ “√·ª≈°

„À¡à∑’Ë “¡“√∂¥÷ß¥Ÿ¥§«“¡ π„®¢Õß≈Ÿ°§â“ ·≈–·μ°μà“ß®“°§Ÿà·¢àß‰¥â¡“°°«à“®–‡ªìπªí®®—¬∑’Ë ”§—≠ ·≈–§√Õß„®≈Ÿ°§â“‰¥â¡“°°«à“°“√„™â°≈¬ÿ∑∏å√“§“‡æ’¬ß

Õ¬à“ß‡¥’¬«„π°“√·¢àß¢—π 

True progress comes from working skills. 
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‡√“ √√§å √â“ß§«“¡ ÿ¢·≈–§«“¡ «¬ß“¡‡æ◊ËÕª«ß™π 

ª√—™≠“ ¥√.‡∑’¬¡ ‚™§«—≤π“ 

1. Nature of Corporate Business 
 - Cosmetics and Perfumeries Industry 
  From the start of its incorporation in 1964, the companyûs core business has been involved in the sale of cosmetics 

under the Japanese brand name PIAS. Since then, the company has launched various other brands, such as FOLTENE, BSC 

PURE CARE, SHEENE, ARTY PROFESSIONAL, HONEI V, St. ANDREWS, and most recently - in October 2005 - began 

introducing a cosmetics brand BSC COSMETOLOGY, to create a Saha Group brand that can be introduced on to the international 

stage. Compact powder is the main product advertised through the media to create brand awareness within the target group and 

expand the customer base by promoting easy-purchase products, such as facial foam and lip gloss, as well as the year-end 

campaigns focusing on skin-whitening care in order to reach a sustained awareness of product varieties. 

 - Lingerie Industry 
  The company carries several brands of lingerie, which include WACOAL, BSC, ELLE, VANITY FAIR, POP LINE, and 

KULLASATRI. In addition, this year, two new brands have been added - VR and MODERN K; a total of 8 brands. Each brand has 

a different positioning in the market and caters to highly specific target groups. These brands have consistently undergone product 

development to ensure their fashionable design, perfect fit and comfort; such prioritizing of product development is in keeping with 

the high priority Thai consumers give to function. At the same time, consideration has been taken of the consumersû emotional 

benefits as well. 

 - Men’s Wear Industry 
 The company is the distributor of menûs wear under such brands as ARROW, EXCELLENCY, GUY LAROCHE, GUY 

DE GUY LAROCHE, DAKS, ELLE HOMME, LACOSTE, GETAWAY, THE HORNBILL, BSC 2001, BSC EX, ST. ANDREWS, 

MARINER, GUNZE, MIZUNO and LE COQ SPORTIF, and a new brand under the brand name MAXIMUS. The main distribution 

channels are department stores in Bangkok and upcountry, with regular sales personnel providing product advice and an after-

sales service. A new distribution channel has also been opened in discount stores, as well as in shops that have opened in 

shopping malls. 

2. Revenue Structure 
 As the company has conducted a business as a distributor of consumer products within the same group of business, 

so it was deemed no significance for the company to disclose proportion of revenue classified by business group. 

3. Important changes made in the past year in terms of business operation 
 3.1. Cosmetics and Perfumeries Industry 
  - Product Characteristics 

   The company has created the brand BSC COSMETOLOGY to achieve wide acceptance and develop brand 

awareness more strongly so as to achieve a Saha Group brand that can be launched at an international level. As the strategy, a 

compact powder has been used as its main product to penetrate the market via advertising through the mass media, targeting 

women of the ages 25 to 35. Six presenters starring in six individual TV advertisements appeared at the end of October 2005 and 

helped create an awareness of the brand. 

   As for the BSC PURE CARE that targets women over 20, the brand has developed its skin care products by 

introducing nanotechnology, which is an innovation that adds quality and efficacy to skin care products. Its particles measure one 

in one hundred thousandth of a hair, resulting in a cream with nutrients that the skin can absorb deeply and quickly, thus 

nourishing it thoroughly. Essence of lotus spirit is used and it received the National Innovation Award for 2005 from the National 

Innovation Office at the Ministry of Science and Technology. The essence is added to the makeup to increase the product value. 

Lotus spirit nourishes the skin and fights free radicals twice as efficiently as green tea. Makeup for men (BSC FOR MEN) has also 

been created and this also includes essence of lotus spirit. 

  - Marketing 

   Looking at the overall picture in the cosmetics and perfumeries division, much weight has been consistently 

given to various innovations, especially compact powder, to maintain a sustained leadership in the pressed powder market. This 

can be seen from BSC COSMETOLOGYûs pressed powder presence in the market that is suitable for the three different skin types 

Nature of Business 
≈—°…≥–°“√ª√–°Õ∫∏ÿ√°‘® 

°“√∑”ß“π§«√‡®◊Õ®“πª√–‚¬™πå„ÀâºŸâÕ◊Ëπ·≈– à«π√«¡ 
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in Thai women. The beginning-of-year launched a pressed powder containing French Maritime Pine Bark extract that delays the 

aging process of skin, keeping it radiant for a longer time. In addition SHEENEûs expansion of customer base into non-users of 

compact powder was launched by its campaign, SHEENE TO GO, the travel-size oil-control powder to enhance the oil-control 

powder market. Furthermore, SHEENE has increased its penetration of the market for teenagers from 15 to 20 years by launching 

SHEENE JU JUB lip gloss, which comes in seven colors and fruit flavours, using TV advertisements in tandem with its compact 

powder. Also, awareness of other product categories has been enhanced by, for example, the BSC COSMETOLOGY advertising 

launch of facial foam, lip gloss and skincare to enlarge its new customer base and to increase market share in other product 

categories.  

   An outstanding product innovation is the launch of the MAKE-UP JEANS products that come in multiple colours 

of more than 200 shades with the use of BSC COSMETOLOGY JEANS fabric packaging, as well as the AGE EXPERT SERIES in 

the BSC PURE CARE range that uses modern technology like nanotechnology and combines it with lotus spirit extract to increase 

effectiveness in the nourishment of skin and the reduction of wrinkles. It is also two times more effective than green tea in battling 

free radicals. A patent for the use of lotus spirit extract as an antioxidant in drugs, food supplements and cosmetics products has 

been registered as the intellectual property of the Thai people. Additionally, BSC PURE CARE packaging has recievied the 

Department of Export Promotionûs award for product design in the make-up category. 

  - State of Competition 

   The state of competition can be considered according to the following distribution channels: 

   1) Counter Sales  

    There is very keen competition in terms of counter sales, with a space modification in display and space 

expansion for cosmetics, since premium department stores such as Siam Paragon opened in 2005. This has resulted in more than 

200 brands of cosmetics, perfumeries and skin care products being carried creating a substantial income for the department store, 

as well as giving rise to continuous all-year sale and promotional events. This has forced a face-lift renovation on the sales areas 

of other premium department stores on the Ratchadamri and Sukhumvit roads, including the Central Pattana Group department 

stores, such as Central World, and the opening of new entertainment-style department stores in other zones such as The 

Esplanade on Ratchdapisek Road. This has led to merchandise generation in other groups of big department stores with 

continuous in-house sales promotions to create the optimum value-for-money for consumers and stimulate increasing cosmetic 

purchases. Counter brand cosmetics compete in advertising via the mass media, with product advertising, such as SHISEIDO, 

lipstick advertising, or corporate advertising such as ORIENTAL PRINCESS, as well as events organization aiming to reach more 

specific targets, with a view to creating image and sales volume to the department stores. Apart from evaluation of the sales 

volume in each sales area, department stores also evaluate the image of the brands. Brands with the highest sales and best 

image or imported brands by the stores are the brands that the store gives first choice to in choosing the sales area that best 

benefiting them. All brands must compete to stay in the Top Ten Ranking of the department store in order to receive the best 

location from the store, which is considered an advantage in terms of consumer point of contact.  

   2) Discount Stores 

    As there has been a rapid increase of store branches, especially in provincial areas, original department 

stores in the large provinces have undergone changes, some of which have been taken over by the discount store or need to 

lease partial or entire space, succumbing to the power of the larger and newer stores. Price strategy is used especially to draw in 

middle-class customers, who make up the majority of the country and give discount stores a very quick response. Thus, the retail 

business in the form of discount stores is very powerful since the power of negotiation is in their hands and this has led to their 

offensive demand for profit, including implementation of various kinds of activities. Trade partners have been burdened with a more 

intensified competition leading to higher sales and marketing costs. Business operation of discount stores is in the form of 

overseas investment with heavy resources, allowing the continuous expansion of branches. Moreover, market expansion has 

included the convenience store and mini-mart that have spread into communities for the better empowerment in negotiating with 

their trade partners. 

   The result is that the supplier or trade partner must face conditions that benefit the group of discount stores 

rather than are beneficial to both parties as in a win-win situation. Since discount stores use the strategy of lowering prices to 

draw in consumers, the trade partner is left with the burden of demand for higher margins for the chance of sales in that store. 

At work, one must always contribute to the well-being of others. 
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   If the product sales do not reach the target, the chances are that the sales area will be reduced or removed 

eventually to give way to other brands or the house brand. Combined with the new retail trade system, for example a product 

distribution center, the management of shelf space is very fast. Any less-demanded products can be swiftly removed, leaving 

space for the top three products in the market and the house brand. This caused the trade partners to bear defensively higher 

costs of sales and promotional activities. 

   - In the overall view, given the increase of worldwide trade cooperation through trade or economic groups, at a 

global level such as the World Trade Organization (WTO) or at a regional level such as APEC, tax walls have lowered, making 

local trade partners face higher competition. Cost reduction and price increase strategy has been used to compete with imported 

products. Most importantly, the Free Trade Area (FTA), which affects the lowering of import duties to the lowest possible and being 

lifted finally in the future among trade groups, can allow the international brand cosmetics, especially from the ASEAN countries 

such as China and South Korea, to grab an even bigger share of the cosmetics market. Moreover, in the future Thai cosmetics 

must be upgraded to the ASEAN GMP standard under the agreement on cooperation between the ten ASEAN nations stipulating 

the standardization of the cosmetic manufacturing process with effect from January 1, 2008 throughout ASEAN countries. 

Manufacturers and entrepreneurs in Thailand must be prepared in all respects need to raise production costs to cover such 

measures. 

  -  Product Acquisition 

   - In terms of production, currently 90% of all of the companyûs products are manufactured in the country, 

mostly by the International Laboratories Corp. Ltd., and S & J International Enterprise Public Co. Ltd., both of which belong to the 

Saha Group and are under the quality management of ISO 9002. Another 10% of the companyûs products are imported. 

   - In terms of product development, global sourcing involves the search for ingredients and packaging from all 

over the world. 

  - Industrial Trends and Future Competition 

   There has been a 10% growth in the cosmetics industry this year, calculated at a value of Baht 33,000 million. 

The growth is particularly in the skin care products of which their market accounts for nearly half of the market with the anti-aging 

products being the top sales, as the current trend in anti-aging products rises in popularity. In 2007 the competition in the field of 

cosmetics will be more intense as local manufacturers will have to compete with importers. Local manufacturers will receive less 

protection from the government, especially with the import tax of ASEAN countries at 5%. This will combine with the changing 

behaviour of consumers who have less brand loyalty and no attachment to any one brand and choose across brands to find the 

product that best suits them. There is also a lack of support from the government in terms of research and development and 

various technologies for local manufacturers leading them to import technology from foreign countries. Political and economic 

instability, as well as the rising oil price have caused product price in the middle market to move up accordingly. The company 

needs to strengthen its stand by continually developing innovations in products and marketing campaigns as part the strategy to 

make consumers continue to pay attention to brand image and demand satisfaction from competitive marketing. 

 3.2  Lingerie Industry 
  - Product Characteristics 

   The company has introduced a new line of lingerie under the brands VR and MODERN K. 

  -  Marketing 

   With a corporate marketing policy which will respond to optimum customer need or marketing offering, real 

consumersû needs are investigated to achieve a true understanding of their requirements and to respond in every possible way 

with a view to their satisfaction. Strategies focus on concentration growth in the production line and distribution channels, where 

the company has a close relationship with the manufacturing factories, who cooperate in minimizing production costs, controlling 

raw materials and inventory for optimum mutual benefit. In the past year, the company has adjusted itself by expanding to the 

premium market, with WACOAL joining hands with SWAROVSKI to introduce crystal-studded lingerie on the theme of WACOAL 

DIAMOND INTIMACY that portrays underwear as the womanûs ideal accessory. The marketing launch has catapulted Wacoalûs 

brand image into a clearer premium brand. On its part, KULLASTRI has adjusted itself by splitting its brands into MODERN K for 

the modern and trendy woman to specifically target the upscale market. 

   1. Product Strategy - the company aims at the development of quality products by dividing the product format 

into three groups as follows: 

    - A functional product, which responds to the needs of the consumers in various ways, such as physique, 

purpose of usage or special techniques in sewing. The company will sell quality products that accurately meet consumer need. 

    - An emotional product, which suits the customerûs lifetime and lifestyle taking into account current trends as 
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well as the market needs of the moment. 

    - An innovative product, which offers the appeal of creativity in its innovation and uniqueness, for example 

WACOAL SPORTS çNANO FRESHé, anti-bacterial technology to prevent dampness and odours, with the innovation of a fabric 

coating of silver on titanium dioxide that penetrates at nano-level to maintain all-day, 24 hour fragrance. 

   2. Pricing Strategy - product pricing currently focuses on suitability with quality based on the purchasing power 

of the target group, product image, production costs and marketing costs, so as to provide customers with good quality products at 

a fair price, while giving the greatest possible customer satisfaction. 

   3. Sales and Distribution Strategy - the company sells womenûs lingerie products at various department stores 

and through discount stores where customers have shifted their focus to products that are of good quality and low price. The 

strategy of price is especially important to attract middle-class customers, the biggest class in Thailand that has caused a very 

rapid expansion of discount stores. Also, channels should be added to sell specialty products like the sports bra. Placing the sports 

bra in the sports space or stores specializing in fitness product has already been negotiated. 

   4. Advertising and Sales Promotion Strategy 

    4.1 Advertising 

      The focus is on the promoting of emotional benefits to achieve maximum consumer satisfaction and 

more pride in product usage, as well as the use of specifically-targeted media, such as magazines, websites and points-of-sale, to 

reinforce the image and reach the relevant target groups. Moreover, advertisement and PR using celebrities and prominent people 

to influence the target audience to use the products is also employed. 

    4.2 Public Relations through an Intimate Advisor 

       This kind of public relations has been developed using the counter sales girls as the live models 

(Intimate Advisors) wearing the products in a corner and representing as product presenters to introduce products and give advice 

and dressing guidelines. This PR strategy is effective in attracting customers and creating uniqueness and a distinctiveness from 

other brands. 

    4.3 Sales Promotion in cooperation with the stores  

      It is important to undertake joint activities with the stores to foster good relations between the brand and 

the store, which, in turn, will stimulate and sustain purchases, with such schemes as the LETûS GET SEXY BONUS campaign in 

conjunction with Robinsonûs Department Store featuring 5 lingerie brands: WACOAL, BSC, VANITY FAIR, VR and ELLE. 

Participation in the program is by making purchases and collecting stickers to redeem rewards. Another program is called the 

JUST MY LUCK campaign in conjunction with Siam Paragon, The Mall and The Emporium Departments Stores, featuring 5 lingerie 

brands: WACOAL, BSC, VANITY FAIR, VR and ELLE. Participation is by collecting stickers to exchange for entrance tickets into 

Siam Ocean World. These campaigns have the objective of fostering a good relationship between the product owner, the 

department stores and the customers. 

   5. Service and Guarantee Strategy 

    To provide satisfaction to customers, the company focuses on advice from sales representatives who are 

physiology experts and adept at choosing the right lingerie to fit the female body so as to achieve the highest customer 

satisfaction in product quality and also offer an after-sales service which welcomes product change or repair with prompt service. 

  -  State of Competition 

   1. Competitive Situation 

    In the past few years, there has been more competition between brands, especially in the teen market with 

low brand loyalty. New brands have been launched on the teen market, with vigorous competition in product design and ideas 

aiming to appeal to these volatile markets. Marketing strategies in this segment need to be based on market offering by searching 

for real consumer need and responding promptly and appropriately. 

    The competition in lingerie products among traders focuses on competition that is concerned with customer 

responsiveness, as follows: 

    1. Constant research and development (R&D) to always be aware of the real needs and wants of the customers. 

    2. Dedication to production so that the product will be available in various styles to respond to the variety of 

needs of consumers. 

    3. Planning the distribution of products by using the Quick Response Marketing System (QRMS) to create a 

system for distribution, which responds to fast changing markets and creates the highest level of consumersû satisfaction. 

    4. The training of sales staff (Human Resources) always to be concerned with the importance of service to 

the customers. 

To set objectives, one must be discreet and leave no stones unturned. 
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   2. Number and Size of Competitors 

    The womenûs lingerie industry presents many obstacles when entering the market. Players who wish to 

survive must have a full-cycled business, beginning with the importation of raw materials, the production of some raw materials, 

sewing, and the sale of products. Furthermore, lingerie is a product where consumers are usually rather attached to brands and so 

building brand awareness is an expensive process. Additionally, sales channels require a middleman, such as a department store 

or a discount store, which requires discussion and negotiation. With these factors in mind, entrance into the womenûs lingerie 

market is not at all easy. However, even if there are about twenty direct competitors in this industry who employ the same sales 

channels, a customer data base of the eight ICC brands including WACOAL, BSC, ELLE, VR, VANITY FAIR, MODERN K, POP 

LINE, and KULLASTRI, can be expanded to cover every target group with different needs, holding 60% of the total market share 

through main sales channels. 

   3. Status and Potential for Corporate Competition 

     The company has strong potential in the competitive ladiesû lingerie industry, as it looks at opportunities and 

the structure of the market as the distributor of eight brands of lingerie, with each brand being positioned differently to support the 

market and clearly cover the target group. It is also the distributor of WACOAL, which is a valuable brand leader, a very strong 

selling point in various negotiations. It has an advantage over other competitors in terms of creating strategic synergy in helping 

other brands of the company gain a greater income and fill the market gaps, resulting in maximum benefit to the company. 

  - Product Acquisition 

   ICC is currently carrying eight lingerie brands, produced by two major manufacturers: 

   1) Thai Wacoal Public Co. Ltd., manufacturer of Wacoal and Pop Line. 

   2) Pattaya Manufacturing Co. Ltd., manufacturer of VR, KULLASTRI, VANITY FAIR, BSC, ELLE and MODERN K 

   Suppliers of raw materials for both these companies are Textile Prestige Plc., Thai Takeda Lace Co. Ltd., and 

Thai Sakae Lace Co. Ltd, all three of which belong to the Saha Group with manufacturing standard ISO 9002. Research into and 

development of new materials have consistently been conducted resulting in an advantage over competitors in terms of having a 

wide range of raw materials and also lower production costs. 

  - Industrial Trend and Future Competition 

   In the past year, the lingerie market has had a growth rate of 6-7% and is likely to grow continuously. Lifestyle 

among the new generation of consumers are inclined to the use of lingerie that complements the fast-changing trends of 

fashionable outer garments. As a result, consumers make more varied and frequent purchases of lingerie. Each brand has to 

respond by creating products and designs to keep up with the consumersû fast-changing lifestyles. 

 3.3 Men’s Wear Industry 
  - Product Characteristics 

   The company carries and distributes various brands of menûs wear in different market positioning, extending to 

many segments of the market. The dress market encompasses brands such as ARROW, BSC EX, ST. ANDREWS, EXCELLENCY 

and GUY LAROCHE. The casual market is made up of LACOSTE, GUY DE GUY LAROCHE, DAKS, ELLE HOMME, GETAWAY, 

THE HORNBILL, BSC 2001, MIZUNO and LE COQ SPORTIF. In addition, in this past year, the company has invaded the jeans 

market with the brands ARROW, LACOSTE, BSC 2001 and the new MAXIMUS brand. Having strong brands can lead to 

domination in market share and help to diversify possible business risks. 

  - Marketing 

   The company has a market-oriented policy with a focus on the means of obtaining customer satisfaction with 

the following key strategies: 

   1. Product Strategy: Focus is on improving the quality of products in terms of cut, comfort, high-quality and 

innovative material, both for raw materials and a use that responds to the needs of the customers, as well as creating product 

groups that respond to the target marketûs needs in terms of trend and fashion. 

   2. Pricing Strategy: Focus is on maintaining the right balance between price and quality. A competitive pricing 

policy is mainly used on outdated products, so as to give consumers confidence in the companyûs products. 

   3. Distribution Strategy: Arrangement is made to see that products are thoroughly distributed at leading 

department stores nationwide to reach the target market. Focus is on presentation of innovative product value, fashion, prime 

quality, reasonable pricing, attractive display with competitive concepts that stand out and draw customersû attention, and provision 

of well-trained salespersons to recommend products and provide good service at the point-of-sale, during-sales and an after-sales 

service. 

   4. Sales Promotion Strategy: Focus is on public relations and the advertising of new products in season by 
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creating an interesting storyline for promotion that corresponds with the needs of the customer and is different from other brands. 

Also presented are product innovations and marketing campaigns emphasizing social contribution, so as to constantly reach the 

target marketûs awareness via the mass media and point-of-sales activities, with the emphasis on product image, quality and 

credibility. 

   5. Service and Guarantee: To achieve customer satisfaction, the company focuses on prompt and impressive 

after-sales service as well as an immediate change of goods in cases of any dissatisfaction found in product quality. 

  - State of Competition 

   Over the past year, the market expansion of menûs wear experienced a growth of 5-6%. The market growth 

during the second quarter of 2006 was dominated by the trend of yellow-shirt wearing and continued to grow until the yearûs end. 

Manufacturers and entrepreneurs who adjusted quickly and reached the market by responding to the huge need were successful in 

grabbing the majority of the market share. However, pricing was still the major factor used by manufacturers to stay competitive. 

Manufacturers who consistently fostered good relations and conducted research on consumer need, as well as those who created 

products that communicated to the customers, gained permanent prominence in market share. 

   Furthermore, changes in distribution channels have resulted in the concentration on sales in department stores 

and discount stores, which are currently undergoing fast expansion. Provincial shop business has started to pick up due to the 

economic recovery. Hence, the manufacturing group has seen a compulsory trend toward developing production efficiency to 

minimize production costs and to produce suitable products to sell through these channels. As a result, the strong and dominant 

products must be reputation-oriented to very quickly acknowledge and meet the requirements of each segment of the market, while 

flexible management and cost efficiency must be strictly practised in order to gain long-term advantage. 

   As far as the state of competition is concerned, some advantages still prevail. They are: 

   1. The companyûs menûs wear has created a wide range of product lines (portfolio) which can cover the whole 

target market in many various segments, resulting in wide distribution and a strong market share as well as the balance of 

negotiating power in distribution. 

   2. The companyûs products are well-known and well-accepted for their high reputation and quality. 

   3. The companyûs products have undergone development and it has successfully and consistently launched 

innovations into the market owing to support from major suppliers (belonging to the Group). There is an expansion of factories to 

cater for this growth, from the thread-spinning factory, dyeing factory, cloth decoration factory to ready-made shirts manufacturing 

factories, to support the company in its potential to create a constantly growing market share. 

   4. The company has strong personnel with good habits of thought and the determination to achieve the 

corporate targets and they are consistently ready to learn and improve. 

  - Product Acquisition  

   The company has acquired products from 5 major suppliers, namely: 

   1. Thanulux Plc., manufacturer of shirts, T-shirts, suits, bags and leather goods. 

   2. Peopleûs Garment Plc., manufacturer of T-shirts and trousers. 

   3. Champ Ace Co.Ltd., manufacturer of undergarments and bags. 

   4. Thai Itokin Co.Ltd., manufacturer of shirts, T-shirts and trousers 

   5. Bangkok Nylon Co.Ltd., manufacturer of socks 

   Manufacturing technology is medium-ranged, with a fair number of workers and the modern use of automated 

machinery for higher production efficiency. 

   Moreover, the manufacturing group has established factories within the BOI-promoted Industrial area (Zone 3), 

resulting in a decisive advantage in production costs. 

  - Industrial Trend and Future Competition 

   For an industry that has a tendency to expand at a relatively low rate, the state of competition is also becoming 

more intense. The number of competitors will increase due to the Free Trade Agreement (FTA), which includes import tax 

deductions. Thus foreign brands have increased, even with the limited sales area and specialized customers, and cheap competing 

products from China will be imported to Thailand more frequently. 

   Henceforth, to create an advantage from management, both in terms of investment and the quality of the 

product, which is important for future competition, it is important to create innovations and be specific and prompt in marketing 

activities. Emphasis must be placed on building relationships and creating new, competitive and unique ways of communication 

which are different from the competitors, to attract customer interest and to hold their loyalty, rather than just through pricing 

strategy. 

 

 

 
Man is the most valuable resource in the world. 




